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o PIN ION ---_ ..... --
Statement of Facts 

San Francisco, the legendary "Baghdad by the Bay" is one 
of the most cosmopolitan cities in the United States, an~ with 
matchless -views of one of the world's largest land lo-cked h;).rbors 
continues to be a mecca for travelers from allover the world. In 
1975 alone, over two and a quarter million visitors came and ~artook 
of its delights.V For those visitors un'Willing or unable to strike 
out on their O'Wll, the city's tour guide services offer a. variety of 
pleasUres.. Among these services the oldest and most widely known 
tour operator is The Gray Line, Inc .. (Gray Line). Tracing its 
derivations and sightsee~~g operations back to 191;, Gray Line 
currehtly holds certification from this Commission to exclusively 
operate cert~in designated Bay Area sightseeing tours originating 
in the city of San Francisco (see Decision No. 66165 dated October 15, 
1963 in Application No. 45707). At times relevant here, Gray 
Line USed ~) 'buses and the services of 'between 140 and 150 drivers 
(during the peak sightseeing season) to transport approximately 
420,000 per capita sightseeL~g passengers on their tours. In 1975 
the sightseeing operation portion of Gray Line's business produced 
$3,658,233 in revenue. Gray Line's success has not gone unnoticed. 
Over the years others, offering sightseeing tour services essentially 
duplicative of those o·fiered by Gray Line, have sought entry i..~to 

the Bay Area Sightseeing tour bUSiness, albeit unsuccessfully, -
largely as a consequence of the application of Section 1032&1 of the 
~blic Utilities Code, being unable to prove a failure by Cray line 

bi Source: Sa.n Francisco Convent.ion & 1isi tors Bureau Annual Report. 

V Section 1032 of the Pu.blic Utilities Cod-e, in part as relevant 
here, states: 

"The co~ission cay, after hea.ring, issue a certificate 
to operate L~ a territory already served by a certifica.~e 
holder under this part only when the existing ~assenger 
stage corporation or corporations serving such territory 
will not provide such service to the satisfaction of ~he 
con:mission. " 
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to serve the territory to the satisfaetion of the Commission. The 
L~stant proceeding pertains to, the efforts and qualifications of 
a~other would-be entrant seeking certification. 

, .. 

Early in 1975 Donald L. Fassett (Fassett), James D. Kavanaugh 
(Kavanaugh), and Ronald J. Ratti (Ratti), all former San Francisco 
taxicab drivers, joined together to enter the sightseeing business. 
!n March 1975 the three approached the San Francisco Poliee Department 
to determine what authority would be required were they to offer the 

, 

public sightseeing tours by means of taxicabs. In discussions with 
the Police Permit Bureau this plan was r€fined to contemplate use 
of limousines and maxi-bus~s on tours which would extend beyond the 
limits of the city of San Francisco. The lo-cal authorities there
upon referred the three to this Commission. At this Com:m.ission, 
Ratti and certain of his associates engaged in an extended series 
of impromptu, mostly exploratory, d-iseussions with 
Transportation Division staff and a Commission principal counsel 

~ concerning their venture. Early in the discussions Ratti introduced 
a b::-ochure of proposed tours. From the discussions Ratti concluded 
that, if the three restricted activities to those of organization and 
brokerage of tours, utilizing independent charter-party carrier 
permit holders to provide the actual transportation for their tour 
clients, they would not require Commission authority; but that if 
they deter:lined to operate limousines and. mini-buses themselves :in 
an integrated. service embraCing both the organization brokerage 
and the transportation, they would requir~ passenger stage certifi
cation. In May 1975 the three formed. a partnership under the name 
of Tours/San Fra.ncisco (Tours) to provide visitors to San Franeiseo 
"a personalized tour of the city in lioousines and maxi-buses". 
On May 31, 1975 before obtaining any authorization from this 
Commission, Tours commenced operations out of the Downtown Airline 
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Terminal, offering the general public three toursll plus a "Special 
Grand Opening Tour".~ Initially it is asserted that operations 
commenced ~tilizing independent charter-party carrier permit holders 
to provide the actual trans~rtation, but at some time in June or 
early July 1975 Tours switched to vehicles rented by Ratti and .driven 
by Fassett and Ratti.. Tours has operated continuously since May 1975 
except as will be subsequently noted. 

In the meantime, however, the ongoing discussions between 
Ratti, his associates, and members of the Passenger Operations Branch of 
the Commission staff had focused upon the matter of offering per capita 
indi 'lJ'idual fare transportation to the public. The three partners were advised 
that it appeared that they were operating in a passenger stage 
capacity and that therefore they would require certi!ication as a 
"~:~senger stage corporation" (see Section 226 of the Pt.:blic Utilities 
Cod(~). Conseqc.ently, early in July 1975 under the name of Tours/ 
San Francisco, the three attempted to- file with this Commission a.~ 

,~ application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
to operate a passenger stage corporation. On July 11, 1975' the 
Con:mission Docket Office, by a letter signed by the Executive' Director 
of the Comcission, returned the attempted application, pointing out 
certain deficiencies in the content as well as lack'of requisite 
intended notice to potentially interested parties, and requested 
that it be brought into compliance with the requirements set forth 
in the Rules of Practice and Procedure' of this CommiSSion before, 
resuomissio:l. 

II Th~ three tours, respectively of one, two, or four hours 
duration, were offered. at $1....00, $$.00, ane. $16.00 per person. 
Tours offered. in the brochu~e, were the pros?ective client 
alone or less than five persons, to arrange a full group or 
to base the tour price on an hourly rate of $20.00. The first 
2 tours were confined to the city of San franciSCO; the third 
included Sausalito. 

'::I The "Si'ecial Orand Opening Tour": at $25.00 included mini-bus 
transportation to the wine country and the Valley of the Y~on. 
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On July 18, 1975 Ratti .filed an application in his own 
name for a charter-party carrier permit, listing one Cadillac 
limousine to be used in that service.if 

" A 

On August 5, 1975 Ratti resubmitted the revised passenger 
stage application for Tours together with the $75 filing fee. Again, 
additional data was required to obtain compliance, but finally on 
August 20, 1975 the passenger stage application, assigned No. 55877 
(complete ·Hith a July 1975 statement of operations (showing "Drivers 
Co:::nissions" and "Limo Expense")), was accepted. for fili."lg. The 
application stressed the avowed intention or the applicant to utilize 
only limousi.."les and maxi-buses converted to natural gas power in 
this service, although in its subsequent operations no, such converted 
vehicles ap~ar to have been used. The tours listed in the applica
tion were for a duration of one, two, four, and five hours, at 
$4, $$" $16, and $25, respectively,§! and dir£ered somewhat rrom 

4It those set forth in the earlier brochure. All tours included a stop 
at Vista Point on the north s,ide of the Colden Gate Bridge; tours 
three and four proposed covering other VJarin County poi.."lts o£ iZlterest. 

if On October 23, 1975 Ratti was issued Charter-Party Carrier Permit 
No. TCP-60l to operate a 1967 Cadillac 7-passenger sedan 
(Lic. No. ZZZ22;). ' 
Thereafter, on December 30, 1975 he requested (1) addition of 
2 vehicles: a 1971 Cadillac 9-passenger sedan (Lie. No.·07l83X) 
and a 1974 Plymouth a-passenger sedan (Lic. No. 268LYJ)" to his 
permit, and (2) authority to use additional unspecified vehicles 
t.o be rented or leased on an "as needed" basis \ with wai 'Ofer of 
the 20-day Commission filing requirement) from two rental-lease 
agencies. Addition of the two additional specified vehicles to 
Ratti's permit was authorized on February 24, 1976 in writingy 

and Ratti was informed by a representative of the staff that his 
request to utilize "as needed" rental or leased vehicles was 
denied. 

§! A later version of the brochure actually used in 1976 by Tours 
varied considerably from the initial brochure tour descri:ptions 
and from the tour descriptions contained in the ap"Olication. 
Prices in 1976 also differed y having been increased. to $5, $10" 
and $20, respectivelY1 for the first three tours and to $35· for 
the Wine Country tour. No approval of these changes in the tours 

(Continued) 
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The a~~lication evoked a number of letters from limousine o~rators 
a.~d t~~i companys,ZI anc, from the Gray Line, all protesting·or 
questioning the need for additional certification. Accordingly, 
on November 5, 1975 the application was set for formal hearing on 
December 16, 1975. 

Meanwhile, Tours, as noted above, had been in full operation, 
purporting to act as a "broker" selling tours on a per capita baSiS§! 
to the general public,. and then asserteQ1y using the services of 
out-of-town independent charter-party carriers and city limousine 
permit holders to provide the actual transportation. However, in 
addition to using independent charter-party carriers, and in part 
as a consequence of difficulties experienced in obtaining transpor
tation from charter-party carriers,21 Ratti himself leased va.~s from 

§! (Continued) 
or the rates charged was ever sought or obtained from the 
Commission. In addition, the tours offered in 1976., utilizir..g 
maxi-vans promised, "never more than 14 people on these tours". 
The application was silent on number of passengers although 
service was offered utilizing both maxi-vans and limousines. 
The earlier brochure used when service commenced in May 1975 
stated "we recommend five passengers per tour group" for 
limousine tours. 

Z! Includi.."lg: Ishis Limousine Service, DeSoto. Cab Co., Luxor Cab 
Co., Associated Limousines of San Francisco, and Cali!ornia 
Taxicab Owners Association. 

~ About 100 tours were sold in June 197; alone. 
~ It is Ratti·s contention that late in July and early in August 

1975 Tours experienced difficulty in obtaining trans?Ortat~on 
from Walker Brothers, Mike El Cord, and Lorrie's Tours. Ratti 
ascribes these difficulties to pressure assertedly exerted by 
Gray Line. Although repeatedly approached by Ratti and his . 
associates, beginning in June 1975, Gray Line declined to appoint 
Tours as i~s agent, considering tha~ Tours was opera~ing in an 
illegal manner without authorization, actually in competition 
with Gray Line,. and would only "short stop" legitimate business 
to at least three established Gray Line agents L~ the immediate 
area of the airline terminal building. Additionally, Gray LL"le 
and. its associate, Associated Limousinez of San Franeisco, 
d.eclined to charter buses to Tours for unauthorized tours. 
Ratti contends that this refusal to provide equipment was an 
illegal boycott - "a conspiracy". 

-7-
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rental lease agencies such as Trans-Rent-A-Car, provided his own 
drivers, including himself and Fassett, and operated these leased 
vehicles to provide the transportation - this about the same time 
that Tours' application for a passenger stage certificate had been 
accepted on August 20, 1975; before he haQ obtained his· own charter
party carrier per::it on October 2;, 1975 to operate his own 1967 
Cadillac 7-passenger limousine 1.."). charter service, and. well before 
he had even applied on December 30, 1975 for additional vehicle 
authority, or authority to rent or lease on iln "as needed" b.asis .. 

Aware of the continuing unauthorized operation by Tours 
by observation from its offices adjacent to the Downtown Airlines 
Terminal, Gray tine - prefatory to filing a formal complaint with 
the Commission - employed Pinkerton Agency undercover operatives 
to obtain actual evidence of per capita operation. Based. upon its 
own observations and sworn affidavits of three ?L"lkerton operatives, 
Gray Line on October 17, 1975 filed a formal complaint before this 
CommiSSion, alleging that Tours and the three partners, Ratti, 
Fassett, ane Kavanaugh, were holciing themselves out to provide, 
and i."'l. fact were providing, passenger stage transportatio·n services 
to the general public without a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity from this Commission in violation of Section 1031 of 
the Cal ifornia Public Utilities Code, maligning the good'Will and 
trade reputation of Gray Line. Gray Line requested this CommiSSion to 
order defendants to immediately cease and. desis·t from these acts. The 
cocplaint also asked dismissal of Application No. 5·5$77.~ 

lQ/ Tours filed a late answer to the complaint on December 4, 1975 
denying all the material allegations made by Gray Line, and 
asserted as an affirmative defense essentially that Tours' 
services were not covered under the PUC "passenger stage co~
ration" definition; that its services differed from th.ose of· 
Gray Line; and that Gray Line's services were inadequate and 
that Cray Line was either incapable or unwilling to provide 
specialized and personalized service. 
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Approximately one month later, on Novemoer 18, 1975, 
after noting that Section 1031 of the Public Utilities Code provided 
~~ relevant part that: "No passenger stage corporation shall operate 
or cause to be operated any passenger stage over any public highway 
in this State without first having obtaL~ed from the Commission a 
certificate declaring that public convenience and necessity require 
such operation, ••• ", and finding that based upon the allegations and 
verified statements of the complainant, good cause existed for granting 
the requested relief, the Commission relied upon its authority 
unde~'Section 10)~ of the Public Utilities Code,~ and issued 
Decision No. 85140 ordering the defendants to cease and desist 
from offering and providing passenger stage service pending resolu
tion of Application No. 55877. The complaint and its related matters, 
assigned No. 999;, were ordered consolidated with Applicat.ion No. 
55877, and set for f'urther proceeciings December 16, 1975 •. 

The day before the Commission issued its cease and desist e order to defendants, Fassett visited James J. Mulpeters (Mulpeters)~ 
~resident of Gray Line, and offered to utilize Cray Line buses and 
limousL~es to provide the transportation for any of Tours' tours if 
Cray Line would withdraw its request for a cease and desist order 
from the Commission. When told by Mulpeters that the matter would 
have to be referred 'to 'the Gray Line attorneys, Fassett assertedly 
told Mulpeters that an answer WQuld be required by 5 p.m. of that 
sa.'Ue day or Tours would proceed to go into "Phase 2". Mulpe'ters 
then told Fassett "You might as well go into Phase 2." vma't Phase 2 
was was ~ot then explained. !he next evening - the same day the 

III Public Ut.ilities Code Section 10;34: "When a complaint has. been 
fi~ed with the c~n:.:nission all~g~ng that an,,! i?assenger,stage is 
oelng operated mtnout a certlflcate of puollc convenlence and 
necessity, contrary to or in violation of the 'Oro visions of this 
part, the· cocmission may, with or without notice, make its order 
req'lliring the cor~ration or person operating or mana$ing such 
passenger stage, to cease and desist from such operatlon, until 
the commission makes and files its decision on the com~laint, 
or until further order of the cOll"Jnission." • 
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. 
Co~ission's cease and desist order issued - there was an evening 
'Public relations reception conducted by the "We Like Visitors 
Co~ittee" o~ the San Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau. 
At these periodically scheduled receptions, awards are issued to 
various i:ldividuals, such as cab drivers, policemen,. etc., nominated 
by visitors on Bureau-provided forms as individuals.who have 
afforded outstanding service to the visitor during his stay in the 
city. At the November 18, 1975 reception six awards were made - one 
to ?..atti.. Following the presentation Ratti called a press conference 
to announce that Tours had filed a 5 million dollar antitrust suit 
against Gray LL~e. Presumably this introduced Phase 2. 

On November 24, 1975 Kavanaugh issued a press release 
asserting in part that "a hastily written order from D.. W. Holmes. 
president of the Public Utilities Commission, was served on Tours/ 
San Francisco" insisting that Tours "cease and desist from offering 
and providi!'l.g passenger stage service .... ", and stating that Tours 

~ "has decided to challenge the P.U.C. order and is eontinuing 
'business as usual'". 

On December 8, 1975 Tours filed a motion for an ex ~arte 
stay of the cease and desist order issued by the Commission. On 
December 9, 1975 the hearing officer denied the motion, not.ing that. 
since defendants held no 0?er3ting 3uthor1ty to o£fer or provide 
passenger stage authority, defendant's legitimate interests could 
not be ha.rmed by continuance of the order as issued pending. resolu
tion of the application and ordered the combined application -
complaint matter to proceed to hearing on December 19, 1975 as 
previously scheduled. 

Public hearings, appropriately noticed, were held on the 
application and related matters in San franciSCO· before Adminstrative 
Law Judge John B. Weiss on December 16 and 29, 1975, February 17, 
April 6, 7, and 8, and July 6,7,8,9,12,1;,11., 15,·and 16,1976. 
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The consolidated matters (including Case No. 10091) were submitted 
upon receipt of concurrent briefs on September 10, 1976_~ 

. " 

At conclusion of the first day of hearing the matters had 
to be continued because of other commitltent by Tours' counsel •. 
Accordingly, the ALJ reminded the defendants in the complaint matter 
that "th.e cease and. desist order continues in effect"; that "any 
further operations will be looked at adversely", and i..""lstructed 
defendants' attorney in their presence to "give them a rundown of 
just the Co~ission's powers in this under the code sections 
applicable ••• and of t.he consequences under a contempt proceeding, 
should 'it continue".' The attorney for Tours stated "I have informed 
rr:y clients of the implications of the cease and desist order completely." 
During hearing on December 29, 1975 Fassett was asked by'his attorney 
whether he had obeyed the cease and desist order, and responded: 
'~es sir, we have." Subsequently on cross-examination he was asked 
if he understood t~t the order had told him to stop operating on 

~ a per capita basis and he responded: "Yes, I believe I understood 
that." That same hearing day, Ratti, when questioned as to how Tours 
had operated previous to December 16, 1975, stated: WWe were operating 
as a tour company ••• giving tours." Describing the operation further 
he stated: "Well, we were operating as a broker and having some of 
the work done by other limousine drivers, and doing some of the work 
ourselves." Ratti then testified that after December 16,1975 

~ All briefs were received by September 10, 1976 except for that 
of Tours. On Septemoer 8, 1976 Tours' attorney, as a consequence 
of a time conflict with a jury trial matter, requested an 
extension of time to deliver his clients' brier. In the absence 
o! ALJ WeiSS, the Assistant Chief ALJ of the Commission granted 
extension to Se~tember 15, 1976. This date was subsequently 
extended to Se?~ember 20, 1976 on which date the Tours' brief 
was submitted. While it would have been preferable to have 
de!erred submission to all briefs so as to have concurrent 
submission, the PJ..J has found no advantage taken by Tours' 
attorney to direct rebuttal to the brief or either of the other 
parties. 
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(when they were warned by the ALJ) they had ceased these operations 
pursuant to the cease and desist order of the CommisSion.~ Ratti 
and Fassett testified of partially successful attempts by Tours to 
become, in effect, a de facto agent of Gray Line by unilaterally 
selling tours to visitors at Gray Line's prices and then send~~g 
the people over to the· Gray Line boarding area next cioor with. Tours' 
vouehers.W 

!lI At conclusion of the December 29, 1975 hearing Tours moveci again 
to stay the cease and desist order in effect, conten~ing that 
Ratti believed from his conversation with representatives of the 
Public Utl.Il:cies Commission that he 'WaS operating within the law, 
even though he was providing a passenger stage service; that 
livelihOOdS were at stake; and that defendants had all ex~cted 
to operate until the Commission ruled upon the application -
which expectation it candidly admitted was the pur-pQse of earlier 
requests for delays (i.e., Fassett's October 2$, 1975 request 
for 90 days to answer Case No. 9993, and Tours' December S, 1975 
request to stay ex parte the cease and desist order). The ALJ 
denied the motion. 

W It was Ratti's testimony that this referral practice had its 
geneSis in a June 1975 verbal agreement between Mulpeters ane 
Ratti to the effect that when Tours could not handle all its 
busi.."'l.ess, Gray Line would accept the surplus. Mulpeters n.;1tly 
denied any such agreement, testifying that the interlude during 
which Gray Line accepted Tours' referrals vouchered by Tours 
occurred between mid-December 1975 and early February 1976· when -
after Tours had ceased per capita operations ~u~rtedly in 
compliance with the cease and desist order - ~ours solu some 
tourists Gray Line tours ane sent the tourists over unannounced. 
In order to avoid inconveniencing these tourists Gray Line 
assertedly accepted their Tours vouchers, provided the transpor
tation they had paid for, and then billed Tours for the trans
portation, allOwing a commission. This practice continued, 
Mulpeters testified, until early February when Gray Line obtained 
evidence that Tours had resumed per capita operations on their 
own. Accordingly, on February 9, 1976 Mulpete::-s 'It.r'ote Tours that 
Gray Line would no longer accept Tours'orders drawn on Gray Line 
(see Exhibit 3;). Exhibits 27-A through 27-B, introduced into 
evidence by Tours, tend to bear out Mulpeters' testimony. Exhibits 
27-3 through 27-E show that between mid-December 1975 and early 
Februa~1 1976, 59 Tours ticket vouchers were honoree by Gray Line 
to cover transportation !or 82 persons with co~issions paid 

(Continued) 
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About February l, 1976, from his vantage point near the 
airline terminal, Mulpeters observed that Tours had again ~esuced 
per capita operations, and again Gray line employed Pinkerton 
operatives to obtain evidence. Based upon Mulpeters' ooservations 
and the affidavits of the Pinkerton operatives, Gray Line on 
Fecruary 13, 1976 filed an affidavit and application !or an order 
to show cause why defendants should not be punished in the ma~~er 
provided by law for each and every contempt or the Commission's 
ceasp. and desist order, asserting that the defendants in Case No. 9993 
had initially and were again offering and in fact providing a per 
capita passenger stage service in direct violation o! both tb.e cease 
and desist order of November 18, 1975 and the presiding Al.J's 
ad.monit~ons after the hearing began December 16, 1975·. A!!idavits 
in support of the application for a show cause order in re contempt 
were executed by Pinkerton operatives Bowen and Oantert. 

On February 17, 1976 an order to appear April.6, 1976 
'to show cause why defendants should not be found guilty 'of contempt 
and punished accordingly for wilful disobedience of this Commission 
order in Decision No. 85140 dated November 18, 1975 was issued by 

.. . " 

ALJ Weiss. We a!fi~ ~he issuance of the Order to Show Cause issued 
by the ALJ. Personal service was made upon Ratti and Fassett; however, 
Kavanaugh had disappeared. Accordingly, on March 1;, 1976 substituted. 
service was made upon Kavanaugh's attorney, Dennis B. Natali (Natal.i), 
attor:ley-'of"'-recore:"or-'~l'1:"-'e:erenean'ts"'"in' t~ese-·con$Olic.:ltec "roeee~~.;· 

W (Continued) 
Tours by Gray Line. Exhibit 27-A shows ~hat 21 vouchers covering 
trans~ortation for 43 persons incurred a£ter February 9, 1976 
were nonored by Gray line, but no commission was paid. Under 
the circumstance of no commission being paid, Tours appe~s to 
have abru~tly ended referrals to Gray Line. 
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On April 6, 1976 Tours filed with the ALJ an amendment 
to its application seeking to add two additional tours to its 
L~itia1 four: Tour No. 5 to the wine country, and Tour ~o. 6 to 
Monterey - Carmel.!2i The amendment was signed oy Ratti and Fassett 
(ar.d by Natali - as attorney tor applicant). When queried about the 
third partner Kavanaugh, the Tours' attorney stated that Kavanaugh 
had voluntarily removed himself fro~ the partnership approximately 
two months earlier and that Kavanaugh had dropped out of the proceed
ings as an applicant and principal although the finalization of his 
partnership interest had not yet occurred. Assertedly, Kavanaugh 
had g~ne on vacation, reportedly to South America. Being advised 
by the attorney that before he left Kavanaugh had been advised of 
the pend~g show oause order in re contempt, the ALJ ruled that 
Kavanaugh had had constructive notice in that during the February 17, 
1976 hearing (before Kavanaugh left) the ALJ had stated on the 
record that he would issue an order to show cause as of that date, 
and defendants' attorney had responded: "For the record, I will 
waive notice of that." 

In beginning the hearing April 6, 1976 on the order to 

show cause in re contempt issues, the ALJ noted that Public Utiliti~s 
Code Section 2113 provides that disobedience of a Commission order 
is contempt punishable by the Commission in the same manner ~~d 
extent as contempt is punishable by courts of record. At this point 
defencia~ts' attorney orally moved to request what he asserted were 
his clients' constitutional rights to a trial oy jury on the contempt 
issues, citL~g 29 Cal Jur 2d 499, ane Codispoti v Pennsvlvania 

lV On brief and. during the hearing (s€le Transcript pp. 1461-1463) 
applicant stated that it was "seeking the right to conduct 
tours p,;.rsuant to its application ana amendment thereto," by 
~eans of vehicles which would carry 45 passengers or more, or 
in the alternative, limitation·to mini- or maxi-buses capable 
of transporting l5 or less. However, neither the application 
nor the amencime!'lt thereto :r.entions use of full-size buses. 
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(1974) 1.18 US 506) as authority for the request. W After heari."lg 
arguments from the parties to, the proceeding and noting that there 
is no explicit provision in the Public Utilities Code for this Commis
sion to provide jury trials and that this Commission has not in the 
past provided jury trials, the ALJ made his ruli."lg. The ALJ noted 
first that this Commission has powe~ to punish for contempt Where its 
orders are disobeyed, and seeond, that this. power to punish may be 
exercised in several ways. 1hen, stating that he eonsidered the eontempt 
issues a't oar as coming 'W'ith1n the context of' the 'Ypetty" classii"1cation 

set forth in Re Morelli «l970) 11 CA:3 819, 8S0),W he ruled to deny the 
motion for a jury trial and ord~d the contempt hearing to proceed. 
''lle affirm the ALJ's denia.l:.of the"request for a jury trial. 

On April 26, 1976 Gray Line filed a second formal complaint 
before this Commission, alleging that the record addueed to, that date 
in the consolidated proceedings (Application No. 55877, Case No. 9993, 
and the Order to Show Cause) established that Ratti., operating in e conjunction with Tours, Fassett, and Kavanaugh, had offered and had 

!§( Derend~"ltts attorney noted that under Section 2112 or the 
Public Utilities Code, if an individual is found to have failed 
to comply with a Com.ission order, he is guilty of a misdemeanor 
which is punishable by a fine not exceedil'lg $1,000, or 'by 
i:nprison.':lent in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by 
both. In Codispoti, supra, each or the t"NO conten:no%"$ were 
found guilty or multiple contempts for which consecutive 
sentences were imposed totaling several years. The U.S. Supreme 
Court reversed, holding that in the case of po,st-verdict adju
dications of various- acts of contempt committed during trial, 
the Sixth Ame'ndn:ent requires a jury trial if' the sentenees 
i:nposed aggrega-;e more than six months, even though no, sentence 
for more than six months was imposed for anyone act of' contempt. 

!ZI !n Re Morell i, supra, the California Supreme Cou.-t held that 
there waS.no right to a jury trial where the maximum penalty 
for contempt was five days i~ jail and a $500 £ir£, thus 
placing the matter within the "petty" classification. In the 
case at bar, under Se'ction 2113 of the Public Utilities Code, 
the Commission ~4Y punish to the extent provided under Section 
1218 of the Code of Civil Procedure, which in turn provides 
for irnpositi~n of a fine not to exceed $500,or imprisonment 
not exceeding 5 days, or 'ooth, f'or those adjudged guilty o,f' a 
contempt. 
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sold transpo:-tation on a per capit~ basis in violation of Sections/' 
1031, 1032, and 540l of the Public Utilities Code; and Gray Line 
accordir.gly' requested this Commission to c3nee1, revoke, or suspenc. 
Ratti's cha:-ter-pa~y carrier permit TCP-60l. Gray Line thereafter 
on May 20, 1976 :lcended. its second complai.."'lt to ask additionD.lly 
that. t!l.is Co:cnission also order Ratti "to cease and desist from 
contracting, agreeing, arrang~"'lg to charge or demanding or re?eiving 
cocpensation by itself, its brokers or agents for ~ny trans~rta~ion 
o!,fered ar..d afforded which sM-ll be computed,. charged, or asse:S:jed 
on an individual fare basis." Ratti on June 23, 1976 filed. an 
answer -:'0 the amenc.ed complaint, denying the allegations-.. This 
additional complaint, as amended, 'Was numbered Case No. 10091, se't 

!or hearing July 6, 1976, and consolidated for hearL"'lg by the ALJ 
wit~ the other matters involving Ratti then before the Co~ission_ 

Meanwhile, on May ;, 1976 the Teamsters Union Md st.ruck 
the Gray Line in a labor dispute, effectively shut.ting do~~ its 

~ tour operations at the beginning of the peak summer touris~ season 
in San Francscio. (This labor dis:?ut.e continued. until settlement. 
was eventually reached on November 14, 1976 and. Gray Line tour 
services reS"..!mecl.) The removal ot approxim.ltely sixty Gray Line 
~ses fro~ the tour scene during the period of the strike had the 
i~ediate e~~ect of encouraging numerous individuals to enter t~e 
void. Op~rating o"r'med, rented, leased, or c!l.artereci limousines, 
mini-buses, vans, or regular ousas, and offering per capita tour . .' 
services ~itating those of Cray line, unsanctioned by any state 
or local regulatory body (in some instances merely holding a city 
o\:siness license, at. inflated prices usually well above the rates 
authorized Gray Line by this Co~ission, these ind.ividu~ls pr~
life:-atec. and profited, skimming the cream off the tourist sight
seeing trade while tohe bonan.za lasted._ In this milieu while many 
-.risitorz did get to see the Bay Area a:-.d were s.a.tis:"iec. by the 
~llegal :;'I;.ost:i.:cutc service; others ~ ... ere "ripped off" by unscrupulous 
and. iney.pe:ie!".ced o~er~tors. Thes~ illegal operat.ions have cont.inued 
~hrough ~he date o!subrnission of these ?rocce~ings. 
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Discussion 
Considering the voluminous transcript and the necessarily 

i.."l.terlocking nature of much of the evidence in this consolidated 
proceeding, and for ease ot consideration and dispositi~n, we have 
prepared a separate Summary of Testimony arranged in four segments; 
one each for the relevant and material testimony under the appli
cation, each ot the two coml'laint matters, and the Order To Show Cause 
L"l. Re Contempt. This Summary of Testimony appears as Appendix A 
to this order. 

Our discussions of the evidence and our conelusions are 
also compartmented ~~to these same tour segments. 
A~~lication No. 55877 - Discussion 

The granting or withholding of a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity to operate a passenger stage over any 
public highway in this State is an exercise of the power of the 
State to determine whether or not the rights and i.~terests of the 
general puolic would be advanced by the issu~"l.ce ot the' certifieate. 
While ::nany considerations may enter into the d~termination, the 
public interest is paramount. Certificates are not granted merely 
to accommodate the need or desire of an applicant to operate 
(Coast Line Stages, Inc. (19~2) ~~ CRC ~15), or upon the ground 
that the applicant desires to establish a service in competition 
with an existing carrier (David L. Peters (1925) 26 CRe ;44), even 
where cou~led with the financial and business ability to operate 
such a service (C.A. SChlageter (1923) 2; CRC 19;). The words 
"public int~rest" where used ~~ the context of a passenger stage 
operation usually require close examination of the following 
factors in considering an application: 

1. A public requirement for the service proposed; 
2. The ade~uacy and quality of the servic~ proposed; 
3. The financial p busL~essp and technical ability 

of the applicant to carry on the proposed oper
ation to serve the public at reasonable rates; 

4. The good faith and willingness of the applicant 
to assume responsibility for service at all 
times and under all conditions; and 
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5. The willingness of the applicant to abide by 
the law and Commission rules. 

However, where as here, certification woulc permit passenger stage 
opera,tion'in a territory already served by another certificated 
carrier, other considerations enter. Early California regulatory 
history reflects the development of a policy that the public interest 
would be best served by responsible agencies, and that such agenCies, 
when they have developed territories, become established, and render 
ade~ate and satisfactory serv~ce to the public, should receive 
consideration as against applicants whose prinCipal shOwing upon 
the issue of :public convenienee and necessity was a desire to enter 
the transportation field over established routes (see A. W. Brandt 
(1918) 15 CRe ~O, United Stage Co. (1919) 16 eRC 428, H. A. Folk 
(1919) 17 eRe 631, C. A. SChlageter (1923) 2; eRe 193, David L. Pet.ers 
(1925) 26 CRe 34.4, and James T. Agajanian (1931) ;6 CRe 621).& 

The role of the certificate or public convenience and 
necessity ~~ protecting existing carriers who perform acequate1y 
was explained by the Cal ifornia Supreme Court in Motor TranSit Co. 
v RAilroad Commission (1922) 189 C, 57;, at ;80, where the court 
stated: 

"It is in the interest of the public that the service 
rendered by public utilities be adequate and or good 
quality and th~ rates as low as possible commensurate 
with good service ~~d a reasonable retu~ to the owner. 

-The certi£icate o£ public convenience and necessity 
is the means whereby protection is given to the utility 
ren~ering adequate service at a reasonable rate against. 
ruinous competition. The person or cor~oration obtain
ing a certificate must operate at the times and in the 
ma~~er prescribed by such certificate, thus furnishing 
uniform and efficient service to the puolic. If anyone 
else would be at liberty to operate without such cer
tificate he might operate at his own pleasure and only 

1.21 In • .... hich deciSion, at page 625, the Commission stated: "It 
is a well established principle of this Cocmission that where 
an existing utility is providing a reasonable and adequate , 
service it should be afforded. protection against a eo~petitor 
with whom the bUSiness would be divided." 
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und.er favorable conditions, thus making it impossible 
for the holder of a certificate to successfully carry 
on his business. It is the public interest in effi
cient service which is being safeguard.ed by the require
~ent of a certificate." 

In 1931 the Legislature chose to go further in protecting 
passenger stage corporations by amending the third sentence of 
Section S4Z of the Public Utilities Act (substantially the same as 
Section 1032 of the present Public Utilities Code) to qualify the 
authority of the Commission to grant certificates to passenger 
stage'corporations when the proposed operation would be in a 
territory already being served by a certificate holder. As relevant 
here, Section 1032 read$ as follows: 

"The commission may, after hearing, issue a certificate 
to operate in a territory already served by a certifi
cate holder under this part only when the existing 
passenger stage corporation or corporations serving 
such territory will not provide such service to the 
satisfaction of the commission." 

~ In the first case thereafter in which Section 54~ ~s 
considered by the CommiSSion, Re Failer's Inc. (1933) 38 eRe eeo, 
writ denied,!2i despite the plain language or the statu~e, the 
Commission, after rehearing, took the position that where public 
convenience and necessity required that there be nore than one 
carrier L~ the field, the Comm1ssion in the past had per~i~ted 

co~~etition; and in the future must be unlimited in its power so 
to do .. ~ 

!21 In Failer's, the applicant sought certification to offer a new 
and ~i££erent service from the service, found satisfactory, 
of the existing carrier. The existing carrier offered a charter 
service only in the contested area anQ had declined to provide 
passenger stage service because o£ an asserted lack of business. 

W However, in Failer's the Con:nission recognized that: "It is 
proper that wnen puolic convenience and necessity require the 
inauguration of a new stage service, any existing operator 
within the territory should be first in right to undertake 
such a service." 
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Subsequently, in the Tanner cases (Tanner MOtor Tours, Ltd. 
(1966) 66 C?UC 299 and So. Cal. Si~htseein~ Co. (1967) 67 CPUC 125, 
writ denied), the Commission concluded, respectively, that although 
a passenger stage corporation may not have been providing ade~uate 
service prior to an application by a competing carrier to serve the 
~e area, Section 1032 of the Public Utilities Code requires that 
the Commission must be satisfied that the existing carrier will not 
provide satisfactory service in the future before it may grant a 
new certificate to the competing car:-ier; and. that the last sentence 
of Section 1032 of the Public Utilities Code precludes, as a matter 
ot law, the granting of an application by a carrier seeking to enter 
a territory served by an existing carrier, unless the existing carrier 
will not provide service to the satisfaction of the Commission. 

Finally, in Franciscan Lines (1972) 73 CPUC 62, modified 
by 73 CPUC 166, writ denied,~ the Commission determined that in 
keeping with the spirit of Section 1032, it should allow an existing 
service to re~edy its shortcomings rather than grant another 
certificate. The Commission also addressed the contention that if 
Section 1032, as applied in an administrative hearing, serve~·to 
prohibit the issuance of a certificate once public convenience and 
necessity had been established, the statutory section might be in 
conflict with the federal Sherman a.~d Clayton Antitrust Acts as 

~ In the Franciscan cases Franciscan sought Sightseeing certifi
cation in a ~erritory largely already served by Gray Line 
although some tours essentially had been eliminated or were 
not actively promoted. After initially finding that Section 
10~2 was not applicable in that the proposed service was 
"dl.fferent", the Cotmnission gra.nted rehearing to "decide the 
case under both the letter and spirit of Section 1032" noting 
the difficulty in certificate of service, which in most 
respects paralleled and directly competed with.Gray Line, 
merely to obtain a certain few additional tour points. The 
consequent Commission decision rescinded certification to 
Franciscan and ordered Cray Line to update its tariff and 
submit a plan to better inform the public of its service. 
Franciscan then petitioned for rehearing. By the final 
decision that petition 'NaS denied and the Commission clari
fied its earlier decision by adding certain conclUSions. 
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well as california's Cartwright Act, and therefore unlawful and 
void on its face. Noting its responsibility sua sponte under 
No~thern C~lirornia Power Ass'n. v PUC (1971) 5 C 3d 370, to 
consider antitrust issues involved, and to make appropriate 
fi."'l.dings and conclusions demonstrating "considerations of over
riding importance" where Commission policy i.~ibits or restricts 
competition, the COmmission concluded that when the anticompeti
tive policy expressed by Section 1032 is statutory rather than 
regulatory, the Commission had to assume that the Legislature aeted 
on sufficient ground, -as the Commission lacks jurisdiction to 
disregard clear provisions contained in the Public Utilities Code. 

These s~me considerations necessarily restriet this 
Cocmission today. While sightseeing service by its very nature 
is a recreationally oriented operation, essentially different from 
a strictly publie transportation service, and therefore perhaps 
less reflective of that notion of essentiality to the general 
public welfare which is inherent in the underlying concept. of 
public convenience and neceSSity, the legislature nonetheless saw 
tit by definition to include it within those sections of the article 
of the ?~blic Utilities Code applicable to passenger stage regulation. 
Therefore, the strictures of Section 1032 placing a restriction 
upon competition (which strictures are found in no other' cert1:f"ication 
sections of thee'Ode') I absent u:o;willingness to perform'"oy the existing 
certificated carrier, are applica"Ole to all passenger stage 
corpora~ions, whether the application be for sightseeing or 
conventional passenger stage authority. The same authorization 
is re~ired from this Commission whether the service be sightseeing 
or general public transportation. It is not our function to second 
guess the legislature; as noted in Franciscan, supra, we are bounci 
to follow its dictates. If it is bad law it should not be construed 
away, but rather it should be legislated away., It is against this 
res~ric.tive regulatory backdrop that we consider ~he instant 
application. 
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Throughout the hearing in the instant proceedings appli
c~~ts have stressed what they ~e~ "the anticompeti~ive nature of 
the tourist [transportation] industry in this area". While con
ceding that Sections l03l and 1032 of the Public Utilities Code 
limit entry and restrict competition by tightly restricting the 
circumstances under which an applicant can quality to rece'i ve a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity, they both argue 
and act against application of these sections to themselves. On 
the one hand,they cite Northern California Power Agencv, supra, 
a:ld Thompson Brothers Inc. (1972) 73 CPUC 195, a shipping case, a.s 
authority for a special recognition of the "need for a diversity in 
the type of services that are offered" in the Bay Area tourist 
sightseei."lg ind.ustry, asserting that they ofter a different, "unique . 
and needed" service not presently offered by Gray Line, and service 
that Gray Line assertedly has given no indication it wUl provide, 
and that this different service would result in no distraction of 
business from Gray Line. On the other hand they proceed, and con
tinue to ac~, operating with disdainful disregard of the Public 
Utilities Code Section 1031 requirement that one not operate until 
one first ootains froQ the Co~ission a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity; and defying - under transparent subter
fuge and artful polemics - the Commission·s cease and desist order 
against continued L~terval operations, after having "decided to 
challenge the PUC order, and ••• continuing 'bUSiness as usual'" 
(see our discussion under Order To Show Cause !n Re Con~emRt). 

AddreSSing £irs~ applicants' arguments insofar as they 
apply to the Section 1032 strictures, we can only repea~recognizing 
as we have above that our jurisdiction to issue certificates of 
public convenience and necessity is limited by Section 1032, that 
it would be an idle act to evaluate the factors for or against 
competition here. Having concluded that the Code section provides 
that there can be no competition unless the existing certificated 
carrier will not provide service to the satisfaction of the e CommiSSion, it is therefore irrelevant to consider evidence of 
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whether there should be competition. We cannot find on the basis 
of this record that the Gray Line service is unsatisfactory to the 
Cocmission. Tne minor service deficiencies alleged by !ours' 
-iii tness on the sub ject, a striking Gray Line driver, were substan
tially termed by him to be "miscella.neous griping". Apart from one 
specific instance in a 9-year period when he had to obta,in a relie! 
bus because of a brake problem, and assorted windshield '~per, air 
conditioning, and clutch reminiscences, the testimony was generally 
unspecific~ In sightseeing cleaning is always a problem. The 
totality of his testicony reflected what one would anticipate to 
be the normal range of :l:aintenance problems 4experienced by any 
transportation company. However, we do not construe Section 1032 to 
mean that sporadic minor service or maintenance deficiencies in certain 
operations by an existing operator is a reasonable basis to open the 
door t~ competition throughout that territor!- Such an analysis would 
fly in the face of the legislative act that is clearly anticompetitive e in nature (Franciscan Lines (1972) 7; CPUC 166, at 169). 

Exacining next applicants' contentions that their service 
is unique, distinc~or different from that of Gray Lines and the:e-
fore would ~t be competitive or distractive of business to Gray Line, 
we reject the applicants' contentions. Apart from ,the mode of' transporta
tion used, we do not find any significant degree of difference in 
the service. Tours began these proceedings asking to uSet.ea 
li~ousines and ten maxi-vans. In practice they used both.. The 
vehicles were to be propaned power; none ever were. Cray Line uses 
approximately Sixty-three 45 to' 53 passenger motor coaches, although 
o~ some sixty occasions 'in the first 6 months of 1976 it also utilized 
chartered maxi-vans for' smaller groups. !ours during the proceedings 
indicated they would prefer an open certificate without vehicle 
l~~ations as it would be useful to use full size buses on some 
special occasions. T01;.rs stressed the versatility of maxi-vans as being 
able to negotiate Lombar"d- Street' ("The Crookedest "Street") 'and cert'ain 
Sausalito hill streets, offering a tour more intimate with the scenery, e and one more personalized. Gray Line stresses the comforts· of a 
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full-sized bus including air conditioning, air suspension rides, 
and reclining seats (in 75 percent of its buses). Both have more 
customized vehicles planned although Gray line had ten late rodel 
coaches actually in process or being converted to glass tops. To'urs 
leases or rents maxi-vans although were it certified it would make more 
per:nanent purchase arrangements. Cray Line has the largest maintenance 
yard of its ty'pe in the west supplied through 1 ts a!1"1liate, Greyhound. 
Tours ut'ilizes non-union drivers, 221 some employees, some no~; all paid 
in cash 'oy the tour without payroll withholding on the theory apparently 
that all are independent contractors. Gray Line has a regular list 
of 75 drivers, an extra list of 40 to 45, and a summer peak supple
mentary list or another ;0; all union drivers, all with 4 weeks 
training. The testimony was i..'"lconclusive over the Illerits of liltou
sines and vans versus motor coaches. Wi tness' Alhadef'f., a 25:"'year 
Cray Li:e veteran on strike against Cray Line, testified when called 
by Tours as an adverse witness that Gray Line had, "done very well in 

~ providing service ror the people when there wasn't a strike~, and 
when asked to comm.ent on the use of mini- buses to service tourists 
testified "! think mini buses are no good for sightseeing", stressing 
~he visibility and comfort of a bus, but conceded that a lot of p~ople 
were very happy with mini-buses.llI .:. 

We find no substantial difference L~sofar as language 
capabilities are involved. Both Tours and Cray Line offer tours 
conducted in foreign languages for extra fees. In the one example 
detailed of language facility that involving witness Shirai, a 
Japanese businessman, the witness testified that while he was told 
about the tour in Japanese at time of 'ouying the ticket, the actual 
tour was conducted in English. A Gray Line ·Nitness described one 
"narrat~d~ tour for 40 German-speaking deaf tourists! 

W Ratti testified that Tours, if certified, "would more than 
likely use our present employees to drive", ana that they 
would be paid "baSically" the same rate of 'Oay they were 
then making ($5 per hour on July 15, 1976 on a net basis) .. 

~ The distinction between mini- and maxi-buses or vans is 
that ~f passenger capacity. A mini transports 11 passengers; 
a :r.an 13.. . 
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V1hen comparisons are rr:~de between the tours listed in 
the l~:~est Tours' brochure (Ex..'''l.ioit No. 26-B) and the current Gr:lY 
Line o:::-ochure (Exhibit No. 1..$), there is no substanti.;!l difference 
in the scope of the territor; each covers in their du?licative 
tours;~ however, the components are shuffled. Tours' No. ) 
"Crane. Tour", their 4~-hour $20 tour :lccour.ting for the Il".ajorit.y 
of thei:- bUSiness, in essence is 3 combination of Cr<lY Line's 
~o. 1 "De Luxe City Tour", a ;-hour $6 tour, and Gray Line's No. 12 
Muir i'loods - Sausalito t.our, a 3-: hour $5.95 tour excep-e t.ha-e ~he 
Cray Li:loe includes -ehe 50~ Muir Woods admission fee - dropped 
early in 1976 by Tour5. Therefore, the tourist can take the 2 
G::.-ay Line tours lasting 6-: hours CAl\!- and PM) for $11.95 including 
one admission fee, compared to 4t hours touring with Tours for $20. 
T.~e wine country and Monterey - Ca:-mel tours offered by Tours and 
Cray Line are essentially the S.lme as to content and· time,. differing 
only as to the price. Tours proposes $3; and $45, respectively, and e Cray l.ine charges $17 .9.nd $22.50. How does Tours obtain any business 
when its prices are so rr:uch higher than Gray Line's'? There was 
evidence in ~~e testimony of witnesses Doran ~~d Wel1hofer of in~er
locking or reci1'rocal 15 percent COlT'.mission arrangements whereoy 
Tours 3:"ld a numoe::.- of the smaller do·..mtown tourist class hotels 
exchange co=:rniszions; Tours direc·ting newly arrived tourists a" ,its 
"infor~ation booth" at the DO'Wntown Airline Terminal to these hO,-eels, 
wit.h the hotels touting Tours' sightseeing. Tours also has "arrange
:o::ents" ...nth bell captains and desk clerks (seethe testi!'nony of • .... it
nesses \I/elsh and Asher), while Gray Line usually operates through 
formal booths in the lobby of the larger hotels. llI ~lith obvious 

W As EX:'1ibit No. 4.5 evidences, Cr<l.Y Line offers a numb~r of tours 
covering addit.ional areas for which Tours does not. here request 
certification, but essen'ti.l1ly all of Tours' requested te:-ritory 
is within the territory certi!ic.lted to Gray Line. 

2 c. / ',r!' , C- L ' h , , d '·.l"·l" 'i It-

.-

~ ',{nl. ... e_ ay lne. as .l_SO pal. so~e In ... orma COIl'lJUlSS ons , on 
a iX!riodic b.!l.sis, to bell capt.:lins in some hotels, pri:ari11 I 
for it.z custO:i'2rs it relies upon its sales or organization, including 
local ~gents, ~nd convention bureau, os well as extensive ~ember-
"' .... .; .... .; ... ~ ... av{:ll .: ... " ., t "b t" 50 000 " .l" 
......... :' .......... w organ.za ... lons - O,!.s rl. u lng , copl.es o. a 
sal~z manu.ll to tr.lvcl agents worldwide and about l~ million 
brochu::.-es (see Exhibit No. 45) annually. 
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r~rerence to the downtown airlines location, witness Mulpeters 
stated ~hat Tours could stay in business before the strike 
"because :: think he catches the peoi'le before they find out they 
can buy the tour for $6 instead or $20". Interestingly er.ough, 
evidence was presented which further indicates that competition 
do~s not necessarily result in a better deal for the public. One 
of the results of untrammeled competition is exemplified by testi
mony on the extremely competitive state of the tour businessL~ our 
natioo·s capital, Washington, D.C., where there are several tour 
companies operating. In Washington the selling agents play the 
cocpanies against ar.other, with the result that cOIl!missions have 
gor.e a.s high as 50 percent, raising the price on tours considerably -
which the passenger tourist pays for. 

Having concluded above that Cray Line service is not 
unsatisfactory to this Commission and that the applicant·s proposed 
passenger stage service is not different, unique and needed, from 
that presently provided by Gray Line, we are precluded by the pro
visions of the last sentence of Section 1032 from issuing a certificate 
of publc convenience and necessity. However, even though the 
applicants have failed to show that their proposed service is not 
essentially a duplicative service to that of Gray Line and propose 
to operate within the same territory, we Will comment briefly 
upon at least certain or· the £i tness factors most applicable 
t""o- '"l"'ours"-s:ppl't"C'&tion-"in-'the "eol'rtext of the traditional publi'c . 
interest e~~nation. 

We are adversely impressed by the !'ailure of the a,l='plicants 
to exhibit integrity and ability in the financial and business 
aspects or their operation. In particular their shrouded, unorthodox 
and frequent.ly chimerical practices are unacceptable. The strange 
admixture of Ratti's TCP operation and Tours seems one incapable of 
separation. The two are inextricably bo\:.nd u, in each other., We 
agree with the staff that there is no identifiable difference between 
the two.. Ratti so controls Tours that the act.ions of Tours are 
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actually those of Ratti TCP-60l, and vice versa. Ratti's conduct 
of business: no records are maintained if indeed they are made at all; 
payments in cash; a judgment proof stance apparently personally 
adopted; disdainful disregard of the law even after it is clari£ie~ 
to him, etc., all evidence an irresponsibility not consonant with 
the right of the general public for fitness in those who would 
operate a public utility. When called to account Ratti changes 
testimony with aplomb, pleads ignorance, mistake of understanding, 
press of business, forgetfulness, that everyone else is lying, and 
that the world is out to get him. The peculiar practice of a cash 
payroll Without payroll withholding also requires comment. Federal 
and state laws require certain withholding unless those hired are 
bona fide independent contractors. Ratti and his associates at no 
time demonstrated any foundation, ~ch less substance, for a belief 
that Tours' ecployees could be anything other than employees in the 
usual context of the word. From the very beginning of regulatory 
jurisdiction by this Commission it has been held that it is the 
obligation of ~~ applicant for a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity to give satisfactory assurance of honest and prudent 
reanagecent (In re Oro Electric Cor~. (1912) 1 CRC 253, at 257) 
whether the intent is to compete with an existing utility or to 
occupy entirely new territory. Even though applicants engaged the 
services of competent counsel at an ill-defined point in November 
1975, they nonetheless continued to utterly disregard the law. 
Apart from continuing illegal operations in face or a cease anQ 
desist order, illegal renting or vans for use in transportation 
(see our discussion under Order To Show Cause In Re Contem~t), 

applicants early in 1976 utterly disregarded Section 49l of the 
Public Utilities Code (which specifies that no changes shall be 
~Ade in rates or services exce,t after 30-day notice to this 

. Cocmission and to the public) and unilaterally placed into effect 
a 25 ~ercent increase in its major tour, the Grand !our, and a 
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40 percent increase in its '~ne country tour.: Applicants are not 
"babes in ~he woods". They we:-e not. timid to seek information :and 
legal advice from Commission staff pe:-so~~el in the past. As the 
record amply indicate~they are masters. at picking and choosing what 
info~ation they would accept and what they would i~~ore. 

In conclusion on the application, apart from the Section 1032 
obstacle to ce=tification i~ this instance, to certificate the applic&~ts 
in view of the record in this proceeding would be a travesty and 
not in the public interest. It would serve to reward a would-be carrier 
which chooses to operate as a law unto itself, flouting authority, 
encouraging lawlessness in others by its success, all at the expense of 
the unsuspecting public under a fraudulent guise of asserted legitimate 
o~eration under the Public Utilities Code. We conclude that .. . 
Tours/Sa.." FranciSCO, Ronald J. Ratti, Donald t .. Fassett, and James D. 
Kavanaugh have r ailed to de:nonstr.ate the requisi te fitness to be awarded 
a certificate of public convenience a."'l.d necessity to operate a passenger 
stage corporation, and we Will deny the application .. 
A~~lication No. 55877 - Findin~s 

1. Tourism is increasing year to year in the S~~ Fr~."cisco 
Bay Area. 

2.. Gray Line equipment, facilities, training, and operations 
serving the sightseeing as~ect of this tourism are adequate. 

3.. Tours possesses no certificated passenger stage authori·ty 
from this Commission .. 

4· Nonetheless, Tours began passenger stage operation!: from 
its incep~ion in V~y-Ju.~e 1975, ~~d since has proviee~ ~~d contin~es 
'to provide passenger stage service in the fo~ of regularly conducted 
Sightseeing tours on a.."i. individual fare 'oasis utilizing limousi:les 
a.."i.d rented "tlini/maxi fI va."lS, all in violation at all ti::les of, 
Section 1031 of the Public Utilities Code, and in defiance since 
November 18', 1975 or the cease and desist order contained· in" 
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Decision No. 851~0 issued November 18, 1975. (See Findings and 
Conclusions - case No. 9993, ~~d Order To Show Cause In Re Contempt.) 

5. Tour~ service provides directly competitive sightseeing 
tours, including essentially the same points of origin and points 
of interest, i.", the same territory as that served by Gray Line, a 
passenger stage corporation certificated by this Commission to 
provide sightseeing service in that territory. 

6. The operation provided by and/or proposed by Tours is 
at mo~t only superficially unique, distinc~ or different from that 
provided by Gray Line. 

7. Wnile Tours uses them exclusively and Gray Line only 
supplementarily, there has been no concluSive showing that limou
si.!'les and/or "mini/maxi" vans are safer or more suitable tr.an full
sized. buses for the sightseeing operatio·ns at issue here. 

S. Tours has raised fares and changed its tours without 
filL."g and publication, all in violation of Section 491 of the 

~ Public Utilities Code. 
9. The fares charged by Tours are and have been in excess 

of those charged by Gray Line for comparable tours. 
10. There is no real distinction between Tours, the partnership, 

~~d Ratti, the partner and holder, since October 17, 1975, of 
Charter-party Carrier of Passengers Permit No. 601. 

11. The provisions contained in the last sentence of Section 
1032 of the Public Utilities Code apply to the instant proceeding 
and would serve to preclude certificatior. of this applicant. 

12. Notwithstanding, Tours/Ratti have failed to demonstrate 
that degree of fitness, responsibility, gocd faith, and willingness 
to abide by the law and Commission rules requisite for an applicant 
to merit certification to serve the general public. 

13· Public convenience and necessity does not require the 
granting of the operative authority which applicant seeks by . 
Application No. 55877. 
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A~~liea~ion No. 55877 - Conelusion 

The application should be denied. 
Ca.s~ No. ~993 - Discussion 

The issues presented by this cocplaint are: 
1. Whether or not the defendants - in violation of Section 

1031 of the Public Utilities Code - have operated as a passenger 
stage corporation without having secured from this Commission a 
certificate declaring that the public convenience and necessity 
reqt:.ire such opera.tion, and 

2. If so, should defendants be prosecuted for their 
violations? 

The test of passenger s~age corporation operations is set 
forth in the provisions of Section 226 of the Public Utilities C¢de. 

. · 

As relevant to the instant fact~al situation, if one regularly or With 
'some c.egree or' frequenCy, provides 'vehicula.r transportation for 
persons for compensation between fixed termini or over a regular e route on the public highways partly within and partly outside a 
municipality, one is operating a. passenger stage corporation. 
Such operation requires prior certification by this Commission 
before one may legally operate (Section 1031 of the Public 
Utilities Code). 

From the considerable evidence presented ~~ these 
consolidated proceedings, we conclude that the defendants, Tours, 
Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh, amply meet this test, and that 
almost from the beginni~g of their venture they have knowingly 
a~d wilfully operated a passenger stage corporation in violation 
of Section 10;1. Defenoants advertised a number of sightseeing 
tours in and out of San FranCisco, c.uring 1975 using that brochure 
L~troduced into evidence as Exhibit No.3. They sold tickets on 
an inaividua.l fare oasis to individuals not part of any preformed 
group, at the price quoted in the brochure. They then a.ssembled 
or arranged a varied-sized. group of such. individuals to take on 
the tour. Finally, they provided transportation, initially amongst 
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themselves; next partially through assorted independent charter
party carriers; then using their own limousines and rented vans; 
and later, u.~der guise of Ratti·s TCP-601, using vehicles belonging 
to Ratti and Fassett, as well as unauthorized rented vans. All 
this was done during the period of this complaint without having 
first obtained the requisite ce~ificate of public convenience ~~d 
necessity froe this Commission. 

Examination of just one of the tours offered by defendants 
demonstrates the validity of' our conclusions. Defendants offered 
a comprehensive Bay Area tour, their Tour No .. ;. Admittedly,~ it 
was the mainstay of defendants' business. I~ was offered daily, 
and f'requently was conducted a number of times during anyone day_ 
Daily or frequent operation, even thOUgh at varied hours, suffices 
to class an operation as regular, bringi."lg it within the purview 
of the statute. Defendants, using their own and/or vehicles rented 
by them, and at times vehicles chartered by them from bona fide 

~ charter-party permittees, provided the transportation. The fact 
that defendants may have at times used chart~red vehicles does not 
prevent them from being a passenger stage corporation it the other 
indicia of elements of operation as a passenger stage corporation 
are present (Grevhound tines! Inc. v Santa Cruz Travel Club, Inc. 
(1966) 65 CPUC· 559). Defendants provided the tour for compensation. 
The quoted price for Tour No. 3 was $16 per perso~ and that amount 
was demanded and received from individual customers. Thus, here the 
defendants sold the tour on an individual fare basis. (It should 
be noted that the terms "compensation" and "'individual fare basis". 
are not synonymous, and that an individual fare is out one form of 
compe!lsation embraced ......-ithin the term "compensation" (Van loben Sels 
v Smith (1950) ~9 CPUC 290, 293-294)). Furthermore, when fares for 
transportation are demanded and received on an individual fare baSiS, 
the provision of transportation is presumed to be an act of operating 
as a passenger stage corporation (Section 1035 of the Public Utilities 
Code). Defendants operated the tour from the area of the Downtown . 
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Airlines Terminal in San Francisco, departing and returning to 
that. location. In addit.ion, apart from cove.rL"lg San Francisco 
sigh~s, on Tour No. 3 defendants tr3.nsported their customers over 
public highways well beyond the city limits of San Francisco to the 
"Italian aiviera atmosphere of Sausalito". Such transportation, 
pa:tly within and pa~ly outside a city and county (but well over 
2 percent. outside the city and county), over a regular ro~te, .br~~gs 
the t::".;'Insportation within the scope of Section 226 of the Code. 
It should be noted that minor deviations from the route on sig~tseeing 
tours within metropolitan areas do not serve to make a tour oyer 
other than a reguiar route (Tanner Motor Liverv (1930) 35 eRe 22·) .. 

Defendants vacillate between a full denial that they 
operate as a passenger stage corporation., ar.d a poSition that if' 
t.hey have so operated it was either by reason of a "mistake 0·£ 

1.!nde::-standing" , or with unofficial sanction by the Commission staff. 
T.'le do not accept defendants' assertions that their tour tickets .... lere e sold on an other than individual fare basis. Witnesses Cochra.;'" a."ld. 

Blakesleyeaeh testified as to how each had purchased an in~1vidual 
ticket from Tours' personnel for Tour No. :3 for $16. Each testi::ied 
of having observed other individuals similarly being sold tickets. 
Subsequently, when each tour was to depart, each witness learned that . 
other individuals had been assembled to go along; ten on the Cochran 
~our and seven for the Blakesley tour. Ratti readily agrees that 
he sold Cochran his ticket; Ratti's wife sold Blakesley his. On 
September 14, 1975 and September 29, 1975, respectively, Cochran and 
Blakesley were transported along with the others assembled for each 
approxi:r.ately 4-hour tour (although the tour routes were reversed) .. 
Neit.her witness was a member of any preformed tourist- or tour gx.oup. 
Any reader of t.he brochure would conclude that he '..taS offered a tour 
for S16.. That is preCisely what both witnesses received,. In these 
circumstances there can be no question but t.r.at the fares demanded 
and received were on an indivic.ua1 f~re ba.sis; a mode of o·peration 
reserved for certificated passenger stage operators. 
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While t.he Tours' brochure did not represent how or by 
whom the tour transpo~ation ~~s to be provided, the op~ration was 
o·~.ed, controlled, operated, and managed by defendants. At the 
times Cochran and Blakesley were taken on their tours, d~fend$onts, 
none o~ them, held any authority or permit whatsoever from this 
ColT'J':lission to provide transportation. Nonetheless, vans were rented 
from Trans-Rent-A-Car by defendants and defendants conducted the 
t.ours and provided the transportation. 

, Defendants were aware of what they were doing. For months 
before they had been e~~austively talking to the staff about their 
operation. In lat.e June 1975 attention in these discussions had 
focused upon the per capita aspect of their ongoing o?era:tio~s, .and. 
they' were ad.vised to file a passenger stage application to become 
legal. Early in July 1975 Ratti attempted to· do so and in the process 
of cOl".forming his applicatio.n to the rules he learned that the appli
cation • .... ould require notificati':n to competit.ion, prob~bly a 'hearing, 
a."ld that a decision on the application would take time. MeanWhile, 
as a result of separate out concurrent talk~ ending in June with 
the Legal Division's Mr. Rosenthal, Ratti h3d concluded that if Tours 
were to operate as a "broker", as Ratti characterized it, Tours could 
not itself transport customers legally pending decision on the .appli
cation. Ratti also concluded that Tours could purchase the transpor
tat.ion th:ough CommiSSion authorized charter-party carriers.~ 'Ratti 

W Howev~r, this conclusion is tenuous if not outright wrong... !h'e 
ter:n "broker" L"l. the context of passenger transportation is not 
de£i."l.ed in our Code although it is defined in the Business and 
Professions Code under Section 17540.1. There it relates only 
to air and. sea transpo~ation. Most recently in Decision No. 
8~763 dated Au~~st 5, 1975 in Application No. 55630, tne COmmis
s~on in effect rejected the brokerage concept approach in a 
situation where applicant proposed organizing a very limited 
nu~oer of extend~d wine country sightseeing. tours, selling tickets 
including transportation, Some lodging, meals, a~~ssions, etc., 
and then chartering vehicles from licensed. carriers to provide 
transportation. '~le i\:)'und that the elements of the proposed 
operation 'Were clearly those of a passenger stage corporation 

(Continued) 
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k.."lew some o£ these. Tou:s then atte:tpted usi."lg some charter-party 
ca:-riers. A.fter .encountering some problems, Ratti determined.to 
get a charter-party permit for himself, concluding that he would 
then use his own limousine to transport for Tours,. Accord.ingly, 
on July lS, 1975 Ratti applied for a permit. It was no~ issued 
until October 23, 1975. In the interval between July lS, 1975 and· 
October 23, 1975 Ratti was acutely aware that neither he nor Tours 
had any authority to operate as- either a passeng~r stage corporation 
0::" as a cha..-ter-party carrier. Ratti himself frequently visited 
the Commission awaiting the permit issuance and even indulged in a 
signing session with then Executive Director Johnson when it was 
issued.. We find. defendants' assertions that during the interval 
only independent charter-party c~rriers were used. not credible. 
ive also find their assertions that only a "few uses" were :roade o·f 
R..'=ltti's vehicles - uses allegedly made in the "mistaken belief" 
that Ratti could o~e::"ate pending approval of the applied for TCP 
permit- not credible. Furthermore, defendants were unable to 
produce anY,records to substantiate use of independent charter
party permittees. Nor did defendants produce a single permit holder 
to corroborate Ratti's vague recollections (although defendants 
suopoe:laed. other .,d tnesses on far less crucial as:oects). But 
defendants do admit that the Cochran a."ld Blakesley tours were 
conducted in rented vans before Ratti held a charter-party permi't. 

a§.I (Continued) 
as de!L"led by Section 226 o! the Public Utilities Code, and 
concluded that a passenger stage certificate would be required. 
But contrast In re Crary «1960) 65 CPUC 54;), where defendants 
set up a limited. brokerage-type operation utilizing bona fide 
independent charter-party carriers for trans~ortation to theatre 
and sporti.~g events with a limited clientele where no passenger 
stage corporation had obtained a certificate of public conven
ience and necessity, and Grezhound Lines Inc. v Santa Cruz Travel 
Club Znc. «1966) 65 CPtJC 55~) wnere a puolic eo.uca'C:l.onaJ.,. 
recrea'Cional, and social club purchased charter-party trans~::,,
tation for its own members on an infrequent basi$ to· special 

_ events. The Clue \->laS adr.onished not to sell sightseeins trans- / 
• portation over a route certificated to a passenger stage 

corporation. 
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Defendants' efforts to answer the oass of evidence against 
them and to rebut the presumption of passenger stage operation without 
certification, efforts largely borne by Ratti, were With certain 
exceptions, of limited credibility. The answers were frequently evasive 
and contradictory, and fluctuated between precise recall and vagueness. 
Ratti tried strenuously to b~nd dates to his advantage, trying to 
create the impression that certain meetings, practices, and events 
happened later than they did, but tne correlative records of this 
Comcission on the filing ~ates for the applications for both the 
passenger stage certificate and the charter-party permit do- not 
support him, and the testimony of Cochran and Blakesley refute him 
as to when defendants were providing their own transportation. We 
do not accept Ratti's testimony that Mr. Rosenthal, after reference to 
the Tours' brochure, researche~ the matter and found defendants' 
operation perfectly legal. Mr. Rosenthal testif"ied ...; Without challenge 
on cross - 'that when Ratti came to see him Ratti offered to show him 
a brochure, but that he declined to read it. We accept Rosenthal's 
version. It would not be credible to accept that experienced 
Commission counsel, after reference to the Tours' brochure, could 
fL~d the operation to be anything other than a passenger stage 
operation. We also credit Rosenthal's testimony that at all times 
Ratti was told: "To the extent that you want to be conducting tours 
~~d e~ploying other ~eople, you cannot be doing the hauling yourself." 
Overall, Ratti'S testimony was a kaleidoscope of endless variations, 
artfully design-ed for the most part to avoid responsibility whenever 
it appeared to fix. Defendants atte~pted to make ~eh of ~he refusal 
by Gray Line to appoint Tours an agent or to charter Gray tine ouses 
to Tours. ~"e k.."'lOW of no' legal requirement which 'WOuld require Gray 
Line to appoi:'lt anyone as an agent. FUrther.nore, while Gray tL~e 
holds a Class A charter-party carrier certificate from this Comcission, 
no charter-party carrier should knowingly permit its buses to be used 
by another party in violation of Section 1031 of the Code (Greyhound 
Lines, Inc. v Santa Cruz Travel Club,· Ine., supra). 
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In view of our conclusio~s, the question thereupon arises 
whe~her or no't this Commission, pursuant to 'the provisions of 
Section 2101 of the Public Utili'ties Code, should ci:rcct its General 

. Counsel to enter suit against tne defendanes in the name of the people' 
of the State of California in the approprla.te superior court to seek 
p1lnishment for the defendants ior 'their commission of a misdemeanor in 
knomng1y and 'Wilfully violating provisions of Section 1031 of: the 
Public Utilities Code (seeking imposition of an appropriate fine in the 
instance of defendant Tours, and of an appropriate fine and/or. 
imprisonment in the instance of the named ind.ividual de!endants as 
provided. by Section 1037 of the Public Utilities Code). 

It is our considered· determination that we will not at 
this time do so. While we have concluded that defendants did in 
fact operate a passenger stage operation wi'thout certification in 
violation of Section 10)1, and although we have also concluded 
that this operation was knowing and wil£ul, and not by' any reason 
of "mistake of understanding", we cannot conclude with any requisite 
degree of certainty that there "''as not some informal and unofficial 
sanction given or inferred to de£endants that they might· continue 
operations pending resolution of their passenger stage application 
finally filed on August 20, 1975. It was Ratti'S unreoutted . 
':estimony that in July 1975 Mr. Astrue told them tha.t he "saw nothing 
.... -:-ong'·with the way we were going to operate, and he advised us to' 
continue to o?erate until he so notified us. Rat'ti further testified 
that late in September 1975, when the passenger stage nature of' the 
operation was well a~parent, Astrue again told Ratti that Tours 
could continue to operate pending a resolution by' the CommiSSion .. 
of tb.~ applicat~.on. Considering that defendants had in fact. 
had nu:terous meE~ting$ with Astrue and Donati of the Passenger 
Operations Branch, and apparently filed the re.quisite application 
for p;!$senger stage certification at the. suggestiono£ these Commis",:, 
sion employees, we cannot believe that Astrue and Donati were 
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unaware of develop~ents in the Tou~s' operation.azI During the 
extended hearings the staff had ample opportunity to have sub
poenaed Ast~e and Donati, who had since retired~ to have them 
appear and rebut applicants' testimony. But the staff did not do 
so, nor did the staff address the matter on brief. 

For these ~easons we conclude that up until we issued 
our cease and desist order on November 1$, 1975, de.fendants could 
?Ossibly have entertained some degree of misunderstanding as to 
whether or not this Co~ission would act against them were they 
to continue in operation pending a decision on the merits of' their 
application. However, on November 18, 1975 our cease and desist order 
removed the possibility o! any such misunderstanding. Events 
follOwing the issuance of our cease and desist order on November 1$, 
1975 will oe treated L~ the Discussion - Order To Show Cause In 
Re Conte:l'ct. However, in view of our resolution of the contempt 
oatters therein, we will not also proceed under Section 2101 as 

~ to the violations of Section 1031 which occurred after November 18, 
1975 and throughout these hearings, and seek punishment as provided 
under Section 1037 of the Code. 
Case No. 99~3 -Findings 

1. Tours was in 1975 a partnership owned, controlled, 
operated, and managed by partners Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh. 

2. Tne probability of th~ nascent Tours operation being a 
passenger stage operation subject to the cert·ification requirements 
of Section 1031 of the Public Utilities Code was made clear to the 
defendants by August 1975. 

~ By Septe~oer Gray Line was, gathering evidence, having retained 
?i~erton operatives, to substantiate a formal complaint 
before this Commission. 

W Astrue retired December 30,1975; Donati retired. June 10,1976. 
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;. Tours possesses no certificate authority or any other 
operating authority froe this Commission, although after detailed 
a."d. eX'Censive discussion with individuals on the Commission sta!£ 
in August 1975 Tours applied for authority to operate as a passen
ger stage corporation. 

~. !n early to mid-l975, and thereafter, Tours caused to oe 
published and distriouted a brochure of its services listing four 
regularly offered sightseeing tours; each tour description' being 
follo~ed by the legend "Price per person", and listing an individual 
fare price for that tour. 

5. One of the four tours listed in the Tours' orochure was 
Tour No. ;, a comprehensive sightseeing tour to various :points of 
interest in the city of San Francisco and on a route between 
San Francisco, Sausalito, and. return, with a "Price per person" 
listed at S16. 

6. Tour No.3, with a route extending more than 2' percent 
beyond the limits of the city and county of San FranCiSCO, 'is 
within the jurisdiction of this Commission. 

7. On September l~, 1975 Tours charged. and collected an 
individual tare in the amount of $16 for Tour No. 3 from Cochran 
and transported him on that tour in a van rented tor that purpose 
by Ratti. There were nine other individuals on the same tour, 
several of whom also had been charged $16 on an individual f~e 
baSis for the tour. 

S. On September 29, 1975, Tours charged a~d collected an 
individual fare in the amount of $16 for Tour No. 3 from 
Blakesley and transported him on that tour in a van rented 
for that purpose by Ratti. There were Six other individu$ls 
on the same tour. 

9. Neither Cochran nor Blakesley were a member of any 
preformed tour group associated for the tour either took. 

10. Until October 23, 1975 Ratt;. possessed no, operating 
authority of any kind from this Commission. 
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11. There exists uncertainty whether prior to the issuance 
of t.he cease and desist· order contained in our Decision No. 85140 
on NOve~oer 18, 1975, Tours and the partners therein may have been 
led to reasonably believe there existed an informal ~uasi-sanction 
to their operation of a passenger stage sightseeing corporation 
pending a decision on the merits of their Application No .. 55877 
for passenger stage certification. 
Case No. 9q93 - Conclusions 

~. Defendants are a passenger stage corporation as defined 
by the provisions of Sectio·n 226 of the Public Utilities Code .. 

2. De!endants violated and continue to violate Section 1031 
of the Public Utilities Code by operating as a passenger stage 
corporation Without first having se~red a· certificate of public 
convenience and necessity from this Commission. 

3.. This Commission should not enter suit against defendants 
as provided by Section 2101 of the Public Utilities Code for the e Section 1031 violation prior to' November 18, 1975 .. 
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Order To Show C~use In Re Contemut - Discussion 
We concluded in our discussion under Case No. 9993 that 

defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh had almost from the 
start of their venture operated a passenger stage service. On 
November 18, 1975 we issued Decision No. 85140 in Case No. 9993 
ord.ering these defendants to cease and desist from continuing to offer 
and provide passenger stage service pending resolution or the Tours' 
application for ce~irication. 

There is no C],uestion from the consolidated record in these 
proceedings but that defendants continued operations after November 18, 
1975. Fassett flatly admitted that after the issuance of the cease 
and deSist order they continued "business as USUal"1 stating by way 
of justification that with mouths to feed "you don't worry a little 
bit about state laws •••• " A press release was issued on November 24, 1975 
stating "TOURS/SAN FRANCISCO has decided. to challenge the P .. U.C. order, 
and. is continuing ''bUSiness as usual"', and re!erred inquiries to 
Kavanaugh. Ratti subse~uently admitted that prior to the December 16, 
1975 hearing defendants were operating as a tour company, "Giving tours". 
Fassett con.firmed that on the first day or the hearing, December 16·, 1975 , 
they operated. Ratti further admitted that a!ter the 2-week moratoriuo 
follOWing the December 16, 1975 hearing, when "the financial burden 
became too heavy", the~ had resumed operations in substantially the same 
manner as before, but that subsequently the operations. we~e substantially 
"refined", explaining that the re!inements were either small refunds to 
some tour participants or extensions to some tours. However, it is 
detendants' basic position that 'because Ratti'S Charter-party Carrier 
or Passengers Permit No. 601 was used after October 17, 1975 to provide 
the transportation, the operation is not a passenger stage operation, 
and. that because sales are not made on an individual fare basiS, but 
on a time and mileage basiS, they cannot be conducting business as a 
passenger stage corporation. According to defendants, Tours simply 
acts as a broker org~~izer, gathering together enough individuals to 
for.n a tour group, determining what the costs for that tour group would 
be by using time, material, costs, and mileage plus a small reasonable 
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profit, and then dividing that total amount by the number of 
individuals it was proposed to take on that tour, charging each tour 
partici?~t accordingly, and then hiring a charter-party permittee 
authorized by this Commission, namely Ratti TCP-60l, to take the tour out. 

The question now before us, therefore, is whether: or not these 
acts by the defendants after November 1$, 1975 served to violate the 
cease and desist order. As set £orth hereafter, we conclude that 
defendants have deliberately and Wilfully violated the order and are in 
contempt of this Commission. 

It must be remembered that at no time has Tours itsell" held 
a:tJ.y authority whatsoever l"rom this COmmission.. Ratti, Fassett, and 
Kavanaugh are the partners who o'Wn, control, operate, and manage Tours. 
Both Ratti and Fassett use their own limousines, as well as- rented 
maxi-vans, to transport persons on tours. When so used, each ol" tbese 
vehicles becomes a "passenger stage".. A "passenger stage" is defined 
in part under Section 225 of the Public Utilities Code as including: 

" ••• eve'!7 stage, auto stage, or other motor vehicle 
used in the transportation or persons, .... " 

Section 226 of the Public Utilities Code in part provides: 
"'Passenger Stage Corporation' includes every corporation 
or person engaged as a common carrier, for compensation, 
in the o'tAlnership, control, operation, or management o£ 
MY passenger stage over any public highway in this 
state between fixed te~ini or over a regular route ••• " 

Ratti and Fassett themselves drive, or furnish employees to drive, the 
tours. 

It is tne that Ratti, since Oetober 17, 1975·, has held. 
Cr~er-party Carrier of Passengers Permit No. 601, which permit, curing 
the period Oetober 17, 1975 to February 24, 1976, authorized him to 
offer and provid.e his limousine only in charter service so long as he 
continued to faithfully comply with the rules and regulations of this 
Commission. On December 30, 1975 Ratti applied to add two add.itional 
limOUSines, one belonging to Fassett and a second belonging to Ratti's 
Wife, to his permit. He also requested approval to use d.ay-to-day rental 
equipment. The use or this rental equipment was at no time approved. 
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e Furthermore, we do not credit Ratti's testimony that he was not told 
by Hunt (as testified to by Hunt), immediately after the decision. was 
passed to Hunt from Gibson on J anuar; 19, 1976, that his request to use 
unspecified rental vehicles was not being approved. The Commission 
amenement adding the two limousines to his permit dated February 24, 1976 
authorized nothing beyond the three limousines. On April 13, 1976 Krug 
wrote Ratti advising that "You may be using vehicles ••• that have not 
been listed with the Commission", and concluded "The only vehicles which 
you may operate under your charter-party authority are the vehicles 
listed on )'0'1.0.:" permit." Not'Wi thstanding, Ratti has and continues 
e~ensively to utilize vans. 

But the identities of Tours and of Ratti TCP-601 are one as we 
determined in our diseussion under Application No. 55S77. Ratti so 
completely dominates Tours that the actions of Tours are those or Ratti, 
and the two entities, Tours and Ratti TCP-60l, are so inextric'ably 
inte:-t'-'lined as to be one. Ratti ran both entities on a cash basis out 
of his pocket until early in 1976 when separate bank accounts were finally 
established. The employees are interchangeable, being used both to serve 
Tou.~ and to drive. ~e c~nclude ~hat ~he assertion of the Commission. staff, 
expressed on final brief, that when Ratti uses the personal pronoun "I", 
there is no di!!erentiation in his mind bet\'teen Tours and TC?-60l, is 
well-founded. Tours pays Ratti to take out a tour and Fassett signs 
the check. Ratti then uses Fassett to drive for TCP-60l, paying Fassett 
in cash. Ii' Fassett uses his limousine (I:.OW listed under Ratti's.TCP-601), 
Ra.t.ti pa.ys Fassett an a.dditional StIm. 

The Section 1031 requirement o! the Public Utilities Code or 
Commission certification before passenger stage operation may commence 
c~ot be evaded by the maladroit subterfuge or in-house chartering. 
The law requires passenger stage certification when the overall purpose 
o! the complete enterprise is to offer and provide a. sightseeing s·erviee 
over the public highways or this State both 'Wi thin and without a city 
between fixed termini or over a regular route for compensation; whether 
or not the compensation demanded is on an individual fare basis. Were 
this attempt at evasion accepted, it would mean that any .individual who 
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could ob~sin a charter-party permit could merely set up another entity, 
or have a spouse or an associate set up the second entity, and have 
that second entity sell tours and assemble a group, thus dOing by this 
ruse or subterfuge indirectly what is forbidden or' a charter-party 
permittee, his agent, Or broker,~ rendering the passenger stage' sections 
or ~he PubliC Utilities Code feckless, if not a nullity. 

Furthermore, the assertion by defendants that they do, not operat~ . 
on a per capita basiS, but that their tares are always based upon time and 
Il".ileage factors, is not supported by the evidence and fails to 'Withstand 
analysis. The Tours brochure, ~ter re~ommend~ng !'lve passengers per' 
tour group, states that "Il' you ore traveling alone or your group is 
less' than five we Will 3lTsng.e a. full group before yoUr departure, or 
·case the price on an hourly rate or $20. n (Emphasis added.) , Looking 
again at Tour No.3,' th4~ "Price per person" is sta.ted to be $l6. ':he ~denee 
is uncontradicted that on February 4, 1976, February S,l976, and 
March S, 1976, respectively, Bowen, Gantert and his wife, and Maje~ki, 
purchased a seat or se~Lts. at $16 per person a.'ld were taken on the 
purchased tour. Bowen and the Ganterts were conducted in Ratti's 
li::lousine; Maj ewski in a rented van. Apart trom the dn var there were 
seven ineividuals on each of the Bowen and Gantert tours; twelve on 
the Maje'WSki tour. Neither Bowen nor the Ganterts received a refund 
:lor "las there any extension to their tours. Majewsl..-..i received no 
re!U!ld although his tour, listed as of "approximately 4 hours", took 
about 5 hours. There was no representation to 1-1ajewski that this 
longer period was to compensate for the excess passengers over rive, 

... _.!lor __ woulc.. it.- have been a pro-rata compensation for the extra seven 
passengers. Nor are we impressed - other than adversely - by the 24-. -
22/ Section 5401 of the Public Utili ties Code provides in P.;lrt: 

" ... it shall not be la"l'r.f'ul for a charter-party carrier' 
of passengers to directly or through his agent or 
otherwise, or for a b:-oker, to contract, agree, or 
arrange to charge or demand or receive compensation 
for the transportation offered or afforded which shall 
be cOQPuted, charged, or assessed on an individual 
fare basis ..• " 
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~ i~dividual vouchers entered into evidence as Exhibit 25, which 
purportedly "clearly i~dicated that different charges were made to 
di!!erent people depending upon the afor~entioned factors which were 
considered by the applicant in determining the . charter group cost." 
Of these vouchers, 15 relate to Tour No.3· or these l;, 2 vouchers 
are not pro~ative in any way; one being a no charge, and another 
associated with an air discount. The remaining 13 vouchers indicate 
nothing which relates the number of persons in the alleged charter group, 

leaving only speculation to deter.nine the'. basis for the voucher prices. 
Ho·,.,ever, the vouchers for the No·. 3 tour indicate per individual 
charges for the $l6 tour ranging from $$. to $34.. Indeed,. 2 vouchers 
listed 8 persons on each (3 in excess of the recommended tour group); 
on one the per person charge was $16; on the s.econd, $34 per person. 
Eight of the reQaining vouchers were for "speCial" tours. On one 
2 persons were transported from the Hilton Hotel to the airport; 
another showed 6 persons charged $30 (or $5 each) for a l-hour tour 
listed on the brochure for $4 per person. Two vouchers were no charge. 
One voucher provided a l~hour tour for 1 adult for $·30; a."'lother 
evidenced that 2 persons were charged $20 (or $10 each) for the $4 
l-cour city tour; another that 6 persons were charged $30 (or $; each) 
for the same $4 city tour. Others were unexplained. We conclude that 
many of these '''random'' vouchers on the surl'a.ce would appear to substantiate 
Gray Line's assertion that at t~es Tours charges whatever the traffic 
would bear. 

However, even more damaging to defendants' time--mileage 
factor assertions was the complete inability of defendants, despite 
repeated requests and asserted e!forts made during the course of the 
hearings, to discover ~~d produce corroborative documentation, although 
General Order No. 98-A, binding upon Ratti as a TCP operator, requires 
a TCP operator to maintain specific records. All that was presented 
were Ra~ti's hazy, vague, varied, and approximate estimates of gro~p 
costs, and statements of re£u.~ds made in some cases of unspecified small 
acounts, or tour extensions left to the discretion of the driver - with 
~he guideline to make sure everyone was satisfied. Contrasted; to this 
sel£-serving evidence from Ratti, where we had tour participants testify, 
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e the evidence was always that the tour was at the per person rate quoted 
i~ the brochure without the application of any refund or extension 
gimmickry. We cannot conclude that mea.."lingf'ul time-mileage factors 
were applied.. It is clear Ratti was all things to this venture and 
that he deter.nined tour fares on an individual fare basis.. It is 
one thing. for a group to be charged a time and mileage based fiat rate 
and for them to apportion this cost amongst themselves, ~"ld it is· quite 

a.."'lother for the carrier to make the apportionment and then to assess 
the charges indivi~ually (In re Crarv (1966) 65 CPUC 545).1Q/ In the 
insta.."'lt, proceeding no matter how we view t'he evidence we return to the 
same result - each tour participant is required to pay Tours on an 
individual fare basis.. Before issuance or the cease and desist order 
Cochran and Blakesley were both charged the brochure price or $16 for 
Tour No .. 3. A£ter the cease and desist order Bowen, the Ganterts, 
and Maj ewski were also charged the brochure price of $16 for the same 
tour. The tour "group" put together by Tours varied in size, but 
the price did not per individual. 

From the evidence we must conclude that defendants, with 
some small variations and innovations which cannot affect the conclusions 
we reach, have offered and provided for compensation, a sightseeing 
tour service on a regular basis over routes essentially duplicative of 
those for which another passenger stage corporation has bee~ certified, 
employing in part an in-house fiction USing Ratti'S Tcp-60l, but for 
the most pa.~ utilizing unauthorized rented vans driven by defendants 
or their employees, ~"'ld that these operations a£ter November 1$, 1975, 
as before, meet the tests of a p~ssenger stage corporation as set forth 
in Section 226 of the Public Utilities Code. 

1Q/ The instant factual situation is not that in In re Crarr (1966) 
6; CPUC 545, where defendants were operating as a spec~3l events 
broker utilizing a limited clientele to set up trips to specific 
events such as baseball games, movies, and concerts,; usi:lg 
oona fide charter-party carriers on routes where no passenger 
stage corporation ha~ been granted a'certificate of public 
convenience and necessity. 
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It follows that defendants' operation after November 18, 1975, 
~ as a passe~ger stage corporation is violative of our cease and desist 

order. The defenses urged to justify the operation utterly fail to 
excuse defendants' disobedience of the cease and desist order. For 
almost all this period defendants have been served by counsel and if 
there were questions relative to the mea~ing or extent of' the order 
it was their responsibility to seek clarification rather than embark 
upon a Wilful and deliberate flaunting of that order. for these 
violations they are guilty of contempt and will be punished accordingly. 

Before adQressing the sanctions to be meted out to the 
contemnors, we turn to two final contentions of the defendants. First, . , 

defenoZlt:s assert that Gray Line by these complaints is selectively 
seeking enforcement of the Public Utilities Code against only the 
defendants, and that this involvement of this CommiSSion, a state agency, 

, to er..!o::"ce the law constitutes an unconsti tutio~al selective enforcel:lent 

denying them equal protection of the laws. However, their recitations 
of cases are ample in rhetoric but sparing in details of purposeful 
invidious C!isc~.mination by this Commission. As was stated by the e California Supreme Court in Murguia. v Muni c1 'Cal Court (1975) 15 c 3d 
286, at 297: 

"As these authorities teach, an equal protection 
violation does not ariSe whenever officials 'prosecute 
one and not· [another] for the same act' (cf. Peo'Cle v 
Montlr.omerv, su'O~a., 47 Cal App. 2d 1, 13, 117 P ~d 4;37); 
instead, the equal protection guarantee simply prohibits 
prosecuting officials free purposefully and intentionally 
singling out individuals for disparate treatment on an 
invidiously discriminatory basis." 

In Murguia the court discussed the fundamental distinction betwee~ 
"deliberate invidious discrimination" and "non-arbitrary selective 
enforcement" indicating that it is only the former that is proseribed 
by the equal protection clause. It quoted Ovler v Boles (1962). 36$ US 
448 as follows: 

"[TJhe conscious exereise of some selectivity in 
enforcement is not in itself a federal constitutional 
violation. Even though the statistics in this case 
might imply a policy or selective enforcement, it 
was not stated that the selection was deliberately 
based upon an un'ustifiable standard such as race, 
relillion, or arbitrarv classi:ica.tion. ere ore 
gro~~ds supporting a finding of equa! protection 
were not alleged." (15 C 3d at 456; eI!lphasis added.) 
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~commiSSion records evidence contempt actions being sustained against 
airlines (Air Cal. v Pac. Southwest Airlines (1969) 70 CPUC 21S), 

water companies (Ben Smits (1967) 66 CPUC 791), railroads (Southern 
Pacific Co .. (l96$) 68 CPUC 245), radio paging utilities (Decision ~o. 
$)29$ dated August 12, 1974 in Case No·. 9651), and i:ldiriduals operating 
as passenger sta.ge carriers without authority (Decision No. 8604.6 dated 
June 29, 1976 in Case No. 93$5). Unlike the situation in Murguia, 
here defendants have failed to show any£acts or affidavits tending to 
evidence a planned pattern of discriminatory en!orcement of, the Public 
Utilities Code against the defendants. 

Second, we address the contention or defendants that here 
they have a constitutional right to a trial by jury on the contempt 
charge. This demand, timely made, was rejected 'by our Administrative 
Law Judge during the hearing.. We find J:'I..is. nl1ng to be correct and 
adopt it as Our own. However, in view of the first impression aspect 
or their denand and recent developments in this regard, a review or 

e the iSsue is called: for. 
We note that the offense or contempt traces back under our 

English legal heritage to offenses against the sovereign and his courts. 
Modified, today in this country contempts are offenses against the state; 
a despiSing or the authority, justice, or dignity of a court. A violation 
of a law does not, per se, constitute contempt, but as relevant here, 
violation or disobedience of an order issued by a court, a judicial 
officer, or a. body such as this Commission, having the requisite 
jurisdiction and exercising judicial functionslY'is contempt. 

The contempt power is exercised by proceeding against one who 
fails to comply with an order for two purposes: (1) to vindicate the 
dignity or the public interest by pu.~shment of contemptuous. conduct, 
and (2) coerCion to compel a contemnor to do what the law requires of 
hi:n. '~Jhile the distinctions today between criminal and. civil con-:em:pt 
are frequently hazy , it may ge!l.erally be said that where the pri..:na.::""1 

111 U~der the Constitution and statutes of this State the Public 
Utilities Commission is possessed of broad and comprehensive 
powers; it has Wide administrative powers, legislative power, 
such as fixing of rates of public utilities, and judicial 
powers. (Peo'Ole v Western Air Lines! Inc. (1954) 42· C· 2d 62l, 
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character and purpose or the proceeding is deterre~t, seeking to pres erIe 
the court's authority and to punish fo,;- disobedience of an order, the 
contempt proceeding is criminal; where the primary character and purpose 
are remedial, looking toward the future to provid.e a remedy and. to coerce 
compliance With an order, the contempt proceeding is civil. Either 
class of contempt necessarily including an element of offe~e against 
the authority, justice, or dignity or a court, it is therefore said that 
any contempt is at least quasi-criminal in nature and the accused should 
possess ,most of the s'IJ.bstantial rights or a person accused o£ a crime, 
including the presumption of innocencer the burden of proving the alleged 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, and the application of the rules of 
evidence governing a criminal trial. 

The power to punish £or contempt, while generally regarded 
as being a.."l essential and inherent element in judieial authority, is 
also a power granted by the federal a."ld state constitutions, a..."'ld in 
some jurisdictions including California, by statute: Although 
Article III, Section 2 of the United States Constitution, provides, in 
part that "the trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Impeachment, 
shall be by jury", and the Sixth Amendment provides in part that 
"[i]n all c~.minal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to 
a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and 
district wherein the erime shall have been committed", and the Firth 
and Fourteenth Amendments forbid both the federal government and the 
states to deprive any person or "life, liberty, or property without 
due process of law', in a long line of cases extending down to 1965, 
the United States Supreme Court had consistently held that criminal and 
civil contempt prosecutions were outSide the jury trial guarantees. 
Then, in Bloom v Illinois (196$) 391 us 194, the court ree~ined the 
broad rule that all criminal contempts could be constitutionally triea 
"Nithout a ju.-y. Noting the potential for abuse in exercise or summary 
power to imprison for contempt, the court held that since serious 
criminal contempts are so nearly like other serious crimes they to~ 
are Within the constitutional guara.."'ltees, ~"'ld that only petty conte~pts 
may be tried without a jury. Without defining limits to pettj~ offenses, 
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the court held that alleged criminal contemnors oust be given a jurI 
trial u.~ess the legislature has authorized a maximum penalty within the 
~ettl offense limit, or where the legislature has imposed no ~aximum 
penalty, the penalty imposed by the court is within that limit .. W 
In a compa.."l1on case to Bloom, Dyke v Taylor Im'Olement Co. (196S), 391 
us 216, the court again held that an alleged criminal contemnor in 
state prosecutions must be given a j~~ trial unless the State Legislature 
has authorized a maximum penalty ... rithin the petty· offense li:llit, or, it 
the legislature has made no judgment about the ma.xi.mum penalty that can 
be imposed, unless the penalty actually imposed is within that limit .. 
Still not defining l~its on "petty" punishments, the court borrowed from 
an earlier case to find "it is clear that a six month sentence is 
short eno~gh to be 'petty·."111 

A W In Bloom, petitioner, his timely motion tor a jury' trial being 
~ denied, was· convicted on a criminal contempt charge for !iling a 

spurlous will for probate. Illinois had no m~~ punishment 
for criminal contempt convictions.. Bloom was sentenced to 
2.4. months, a conviction a££irmed 'oy the !llino:i.s Supreme Court. 
The U.S. Supreme Court, noting the absence of a legislatively 
imposed maximum penalty, looked to the sentence actually imposed 
as the best measure of the seriousness of the offense. Having 
found in Dunca..."'l. • ., I:o'Uisial'l.a (1968) 391 US 145 that "a crime 
pu:lishable 'oy two years in prison is ••• a serious crime and not 
a petty offense", the Court reversed and rema~ded tor a jury trial. 

211 I~ Dvke, the maximum penalty that Tennessee statutes permitted the 
chancellor to' impose was ten days in j.ai1 and a fine of $50. 
Relyi~g upon its finding in Cheft v Sclmackenberg (1966) 3S.4. US 
373, that a six-month sentence is short enough to be "petty", the 
Court round ~hat petitioners had ~o federal constitutional right 
to a jury trial. 
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Following Bloom and~, the Supreme Court's decisions 
moved toward a demarcation line between serious and pe~ty contempts. 
In Codis~oti v Pennsylvania (1974) 41$ us ;06, the Court held that 
where either a penalty over six montr~ imprisonment is authorized 
by statute, or where the penalty actually imposed exceeds six ~ontbs, 
the cont~or must be afforded a jury trial. In Muniz v Hoffman (1975) 
422 us 454, the Court addressed the situation where the imposition or 
a fine unaccompanied by i:nprisomnent may require a jury trial. While 
noting the Court's past reference in relating to a demarcation line 
between serious and petty to the relevant rules and practices followed 
by the !ederal ~~d state regimes, including the disposition of petty 
offenses under lS USC Section 1(.3) which defines petty offenses. 
as those crimes "the penalty for which does not exceed imprisonment 
for a period of six months or a fine of not mo~e than $;00, or both", 
the cou...-t in referring to the $500 limit, stated it "accorded it no 
talismanic significance" and affirmed a $10,.000 fine against a labor 
union for violation of an injunction. !he court stated that it was 
not tenable to argue that the possibility of a $;01 fine would be a e serious risk to a large corporation or a labor union. Finally, in 
Douglas v First National Rlty. Corp_ (1976) 543 F 2 $94, the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia concluded that in searChing for 
the demarcation line between serious and petty offenses where the 
punishment is a fine, one must consider the kind of contemnor involved, 
finding that a $;,000 fine against an individual contemnor, absent a 
jury trial, cannot be assessed. Declining to remand for a jury trial, 
the Court adjusted. the fine dO'W%lward to $500 and affirmed the District 
Cot:.rt. 

In Cali£ornia both the Pen31 Code and the Code of Civil 
Procedure contain provisions defining certain acts which they 
respectively denounce as contempts of court (see Sections 166 and 1209, 
respectively). Essentially speaking, contempts found under the Penal 
Code are misdemeanors, a."ld therefore Criminal, whereas contempts found 
under the Code or Civil Procedure are civil offenses; a codification 
d.istinction which apparently serves to elude the technical. theoretical 
distinction between punitive, i.e., criminal in nature, and remedial, . 
i.e .. , civil in nature, class·ifications of contempt. 
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In Bridges v Su~erior Court (1939) 1~ C 2d ~6~, the California 
Supreme Court, in reviewing a contempt proceeding brought under Sections 
1209 et seq. of the Code of Civil Procedure, wherein the petitioner 
had contended he had been deprived or his constitutional right to a trial 
by jury, in part commented as follows: "A respondent in contempt pro~eed.ings 
is not entitled to a trial by jury except where a jury trial is 
expressly provided for by statute, and then only in the particular 
cases to which the statute applies". The cou~ after noting tbat 
"It has been the universal practice in this state from its earliest 
history' to try proceedings in contempt by the court m thout.3. jury", 

subsequently noted that "The power or the court to punish summarily 
for contempt has existed from the earliest pe~od of the common law 
and is not within the application of constitutional provisions guaranteeing 
a trial by jury, or providing against depriving persons of their liberty 
without due process of law." 

In Paciric Tele~hone and Telegra~h Co. v Superior Court (1968) 
72 C Rptr 177, a,decision contemporary with Bloom and Dvke, the Court 

• .,' .t, ~ 

of Appeal, in iSSUing" a Writ of prohibition restraining a. lower court from 
er.forcing its order that a contempt proceeding brought under the Code or 
Civil Procedure be tried by a jury, concluded that Bloom and Dyke 
supported Bridges, and held that contempt proceedings brought u.nder the 
Code or Civil Procedure as. distinguished from contempt proceeding 
prosecuted under the Penal Code, are not criminal actions or proceedings, 
but are a s~ecia1 proceeding, criminal in character, and are not for 
punishment of an of!ense against the State, 'out are intended to. 
implement inherent pow~r of court to conduct business of court and to 
enforce its lawful orders. Noting that Section 1218 of the Code or 
Civil Procedure provides a maximum fine or $500, or 5 days in prison, Or 
both, the Court concluded that "measured by Duncan, Bloom and~, there 
is no doubt that a contempt charged under the proviSions of Section 1209 
of ~he Code of Civil Procedure is a petty offense an~.that the person so 
charged has no federal constitutional right to a jury trial." 
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More recently, in Re Morelli (1970) 11 CA Jd $19, at 8;0, 
~~other Code of Civil Procedure contempt matter, the Court of Appeal, 
noting that the contempt proceeding at issue was· quasi-cr1minal in 
natu:-e, and that the maxim:um p,enalty was limited to ; days in jail 
~~d a $;00 fine, concluded "This placed the matter, under constitutional 
considerations, Within the 'petty' classification", and denied a 
~etition for writ of habeas corPus to secure release of one found guilty 
of contempt for failing to appea:- at a deposition proceeding. Since 
Morelli, its holdings that contempts charged under the Code of Civil 
Procedure are petty offenses and that defendants therein have no· 
constitutional rights to So jury trial. have been relied upon in 
Hawk v Su~erior Court (1974) 116 C Rptr 71J (see note 25), and in 
Inter. Molders & Allied Wkrs. v Su~erior Court (1977) 13$ C Rptr 794, 
at $05. 

From the foregoing it is clear under the law that where a 
contempt adjudication carries a statutory maximum penalty of six months 
or less imprisonment, a fine or $500, or both, the contempt comes 
Within the "petty" classification and the contemnor is not entitled to a 
jury trial. Proceeding as we do here under the provisions of Section 2113 
of the Public Utilities Code, we have jurisdiction to punish "every 
public utility ••• or person which rails to comply 'With any part 01" any 
order ••• ·of the commission ••• fer contempt in the same manner and to the 
saQe extent as contempt is punished by courts 01" record." Section 1209 
01" the Code of Civil P~cedure in part provides that "disobedience o! 
a..~y lawful jud.gment, order, or process 01" the court" is a contempt of 
the authority or the court. Section 121$ of the Code of Civil Procedure 
provides in part that if the contemnor be adjudged guilty 01" the conteQPt, 
"a fine may be imposed upon him not exceeding rive hundred dollars ($500), 
or he may be imprisoned not exceeding five days, or both." 

Two matters remain be1"ore proceeding to the 1"indings, 
conclUSions, and order in this matter. 

De1"endant Kavanaugh, the CommiSSion was in£or:ned during the 
hearing on April 6, 1976, had not been involved actively in the Tours 
partnership, or personally, 1"or approximately 2. months preceding that 
d.ay of hearing. We were informed that on or about FebNary' 17, 1976 
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Kavanaugh had removed himself from the partership itself, although 
he had not executed the necessary documents to finalize that withdrawal 
as of April 6, 1976. On' February 17, 1976, Kavanaugh, as well as Ra.tti 
and Fassett, was represented in hearing by counsel Natali and all 
defendants were advised from the bench by ALJ Weiss that a formal 
'Wl"itten Order To Show Cause In Re Contempt would issue as of that 
day, notice be:Lng waived by counsel for defendants. Thereaf'ter, Natali 
advised Kavanaugh of the general implications of this order. All 
defendants were for.m.ally served personally except for Kavanaugh who 'W'aS 

constructively served by notice to his attorney after personal service 
could not be achieved as a consequence of Kavanaugh's disappearance. 
Accordingly, Kavanaugh 'Will not be held responsible for events and 
actions of the Tours partnership or personally S£ter February' 17, 1976. 

The second remaining matter involves consideration of the 
financial abilities of the defendants. Ratti, Fassett, ~~d Xavanaugh 
are the partners who constitute Tours, and as such they hold very 
substantial undivided assets in the partnership name, stated und~r oath 
at various points in the hearing to be $40,000 in cash and $15,000 in a 
bank. The venture has been very success£'ul financially, as the 
applicants during the hearing on Application No. 55$77 repeatedly asserted 
throughout the extended hearing, and nothing has been submitted since 
to this Commission to evidence any change in the applicants' financial 
abili ty to undertake ~~d sustain the very substantial investments which 
~ould be required to permanently operate such a passenger stage 
operation were a certificate to· be granted by this Commission. Despite 
allegations thinly denied or evaded that Ratti, for one, is ,"judgment 
proof" by virtue of holding no assets in his own name, we conclude 
from the entirety of this record that all three defenda~ts are not 
indigents. In contempt cases imprisonment to enforce collection of 
fines is one option open to this COmmiSSion, and it may properly be 
used where there is an ability to pay and a contumacious offender 
(In re Sie szal (1975) 45 CA 3d 843 at 847).. Therefore, the "Hobson's 
choice" referred to by the Court in In re Antazo (1970) 3 C 3d 100 at 
104) is not present here, and there would be no, invidious discrimination 
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on the oasis of weal~h consideration in violation of the E~ual 
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in our providing 
judgme~t for additional punishment in the form of imprisonment for 
nonpayment of a fine. 
Order To Show Cause !n Re Contem~t - Findings 

1. Based upon allegations and verified statements contained in 
Case No. 9993 filed October 17, 1975 oy Gray Line that 
defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kav~augh were holding out to 
provide,' and in fact providing, passenger stage transportation for the 
general' public between San Francisco and Muir Woods and return Without 
having ootained a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
to do so from this Commission, ~l assertedly in violation of Section 103l 
of the Public Utilities Code, on November 18, 1975 this CommiSSion issued 
Decision No. $5140 wherein defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh 
were ordered ~ediately to cease and desist trom operation as a passenger 
stage corporation except as pursuant to certification by this 
CommiSSion, and setting the issue for hearing on December 16, 1975 in 
San Franc!.sco. Said order has never been set aside, canceled or revoked", 
and is still in force and effect,. 

2. A certified. copy of DeciSion No. 85140 was served on 
November 18, 1975 by registered mail upon each of the defendants at 
S~~ Fr~~cisco, and the defendants, each of them had personal knowledge 
ot the making of such order an~ its contents. 

3. On December S, 1975 defendants requested an ex pa.rte stay of 
the cease and desist order~ The folloWing day, December 9, 1975, 
KLJ WeiSS, concluding that inasmuch:'S,S de!end.ants had no operating 

, . 
authorit.y to otter or provide passenger stage authority, and that :'0 

shOWing of har.m to any bona tide legitimate interest of defendants 
had been made, denied the request, ordering the issue to hearing on 
Dece:nber ,16, ,,1975,. 

4. Hearing on the cease and desist order, consolidated. with 
Application No. 55$77 and Case No. 9993" began D~ce:noer 16, 1975 and 
after one day was necessarily continued to subsequent dates. 
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5. During the hearing, on December 16, 1975, defendants were 
warned oy the ALJ that the provisions of the cease and desist order 
would continue until a decision was reached by the Commissi~n, and 
that any !u:ther operations would be viewed adversely. Additionally, 
defendants' attorney was directed to advise his clients of pote,ntial 
consequences of disobedience. 

6. On February 13, 1976 there was filed with this Commission 
the application and a££idavit of Mulpeters, in wh.ich in 

/. 
substance it was' alleged that defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, 
~d Kavanaugh, notwithstanding the provisions of the cease and desist 
order contained in CommiSSion Decision No. $5140, and with full 
~owledge of the contents and provisions the~eo£, subsequent to the 
dat~_oi that order, a.¥J.d notwithstanding the :'admoni tiona of 
ALJ Weiss during the public hearing December 16, 1975 - repeated 
at the public hearing December 29, 1975 - warning defendants against 
continued U!lauthorized service, failed andre!used to comply With said 
cease ~~d desist order inthat defend~~ts continued to operate passenger 
stage services ordered discontinued in DeciSion No. $5140. The 
affiant fu~ther alleged and identified admissions on the hearing reco,rd. 
mad.e by defenda."l.t Fassett of continued. operation between November 1$, 1975 
a.~d. December 16, 1975. Affiant also submitted additional affidavits of 
o~her individuals alleging therein facts supporting allegation of 
continued u..."aut,horized passenger stage service by defendDnts on both 
February 4,. 1976 and February $, 1976. 

7. Upon said application and affidavits for an Order to Show 
Cause being filed by Mu1peters,. "ALJ 1ileiss on February 17, 1976 

: regularly made and issued an order re~iring defendants to, appear 
on April 6, 1976 in the Coramission courtroom in San FranCiSCO, • 
a.~d then and there to show causo, if ::my each had, w'hy each defendant 
should not be found guilty ~~d punished accordingly for ·d.il£ully 
ctisob~y.ing . tnt;).. orcior .. oZ this Cor=ission .. 

$. Said Order to Show Cause, together with a copy of the 
applieatio:l a..."'J.d ai':t:'idavits upon which it was based, was personally 

~ served upon defendants Ratti and Fassett on Februa~ 19, 1976, and 
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constructiv~ly served upon defendant Kavanaugh by substituted service 
upon r~s atto~ey of record in this proceeding, Natali, on March 15, 
1976; personal service upon Ka.vanaugh being impossible in that 
defendant Kavanaugh had disappeared leaving no forwarding address. 

9. From inception in 1975 until on or about February 17, 1976 
Tours was a partnership owned, controlled, operated, and ma~aged by 
partners Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh. On or about February 17, 1976, 
Kavanaugh ceased active participation in the affairs of the 
partnership, and thereafter partners Ratti and Fassett conducted its 
affairs. 

10. Tours possesses no certificate authority or any other operating 
authority from this CommiSSion, although in August 1975 Tours applied 
for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to operate as 
a passenger stage corporation.. This application, No. 55S77, is still 
pending. 

11. In early to mid-1975, and thereafter, Tours caused to oe 
pub1isnedand distributed a brochure of its services listing four 

~ regularly offered Sightseeing tours; each tour description being 
followed by legend "Price per person", and listing an individual 
price for that tour. 

I 

12. One of the four tours listed in the Tours brochure was 
Tour No.3, a.comprehensive sightseeing tour to various points of 
interest in the ci ty of San FranciSCO and on a route between Sa..~ FranciSCO, 
SaUSalito, and return, with a "Price per person" listed at $16. 

13· Tour No.3, embraCing a route extending more than two percent 
beyond the limits of the city and. county of San FranCiSCO, is ~th.in 
the jurisdiction of t.his Commission. 

14.. During the period between November 1$, 1975 and December 16, 
1975, defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh operated. 
or caused to be operated limOUSines belonging to one or more of the 
partners and/or rented vans, as common carriers, ~or compensation, over 
a re~~lar route on the public highways of this State between 
San Francisco, Sausalito, Muir Woods, and return, soliciting passengers 
on an individual fare basiS, and by such operation regularly conducted 

4It sightseeing t.ours over routes ce~ified to another passenger stage 
corporation. 
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15. On February 4, 1976 defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and 
Kavan.9.ugh operated or caused to be operated .9. Cadillac limousine 
bearing California License No. 071S3X belonging to Ratti, as a common 
carrier, for transportation over the public highways of this State 
between San Francisco, Muir Woods, Sausalito, and return, of Bowen, 
hanng charged and collected an individual fare in the amount of $16 
from Bowen. There were six other pa5senge:-s transported on the tour 
With Bowen. The sightseeing tour was No.3. 

16. On FebruaryS', 1976 def:endants Tours, Ratti, Fasse't't, and 
Kavanaugh operated or caused to be operated a Cadillac limousine bearing 
California License No. 071S3X belonging to Ratti, as a common carrier, , 
for transportation over the public highways of this State between 
San Fra."lcisco, Muir Woods, Sausalito, and re'turn, of Mr. and Mrs. Gantert, 
hanng charged and collected individual fares in the amount of $16 each 
from the Ganterts. . There were seven passengers transported on the tour. 
The sightseeing tour was No.3. 

17. On March $, 1976 defendants Tours, Ratti, and' Fassett operated 
or caused to be operated a Plymouth Voyager va"l bearing California 
License No. $56 NVI owned by the Morris Pla."l of CalifOrnia, registered 
to Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc., and rented by Ratti, as a common carrier for 
tra."lSportation over the public highways of this State between San 
Fra."lcisco, Muir Woods, Sausalito, and return, of MajeWSki, having 
charged and collected an individual fare in the amount of $16 from 
Majewski. Majewski is a COmmission employee who utilized the pseudonyc 
of Joe Schillone in this instance. There were eleven other passengers 
transported on the tour 'With Majewski. The sightseeing tour was No.3. 

18. On October 23, 1975 de!endant Ratti ootained from this 
Commission an annual charter-party carrier of passengers permit, 
?er:li t No. 601. 

19. Defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh thereaf'ter 
wrongfully u'tilized Ratti'S TCP-601 as a subterfuge in att~pting to 
give a cove:" of legitimacy to Tours·' operations, and in attempting to 
evade and subvert. the requirements of Section 1031 of the Public 

4It Utilities Code for passenger stage certification before operation. 
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20. Defendant Ratti dominates Tours, and so utilizes his TCP-60l 
that the operations of the two entities,- Tours and TCp-601 are 
indisti~guishaole a~d are consi~ere~ one operation. 

21. Not'Wi -:hstanding the cease and desist order of this CommiSSion 
contained in Decision No. $5140 issued November l$, 1975, and With 
full knowled.ge and notice of said order and of the contents thereo1', 
and at times subsequent to the effective date thereof, defendants 
Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh have :wilfully failed and refused 
to comply With the terms thereof, and have continued to engage in 
business as a passenger stage corporation for compensation, operating 
or .causing to be operated a passenger stage, or stages-, as ciefined oy 
Section 225 of the Public Utilities Code, over the public highways of 
-:he State of California, to 'tdt: between San Francisco-, Sausalito, 
Muir Woods, and retU%":l, providing sightseeing transportation particularly: 

(1) During the period between November 18, 1975 
and December 16, 1975; and 

(2) On the 4th day of February 1976; and e ( 3 ) On the eth day of February 1976; and 
(4) On the $th day of March 1976; 

without first having obtained therefor 1'rom this CommiSSion a certificate 
declaring that public convenience and necessity requires such operation 
as required by Section 103l of the Public Utilities Code. 

22. Each and all of the acts mentioned in the 1'oregoing paragraph 
Sections 1(1), 1(2), 1(3), and 1(4), inclusive, are in violation 01' 
Decision No. $5140 of this Commission; that the failure and refusal of 
dei"e:lc.ar..ts Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh, (except as to Kavanaugh 
in the instance of paragraph Section 1(4)), to cease and desist fro~ 
performing the matters a~d things set forth in paragraph Sections 1(1), 
1(2), 1(3), and 1(4), inclusive, and in each of said. paragraphs, were 
and are and was a.."lc. is in violation and disobedience o£ said Decision 
No. $5140; that all of said violations of such decision Were and each 
of them was committed with full knowledge and notice thereof upon the 
part of said. defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, a."l.d Kavanaugh, (except as 

to Kavanaugh in the instar.ce of paragraph Section l(4)); that said order 
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of 'the Comcission was at all times mentioned herein, ~~d in said 
paragraphs Section 1(1), 1(2), 1(3), and 1(4), inclusive, of said 
conclusions, and in each of said paragraph sections, and now is, 
in full force and effect; that said defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, 
and. Kavanaugh have violated said order of said Commission With full 
notice and knowledge of the conten~s thereof and with the intent on their 
part to violate the same; and that at the time said Deeision No. eSl4.0 
was rendered and at the time ot the effeetive'date thereof, sai~ 
defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and Kava..~augh were able to comply 
and have been at all times since and were at the time of said 
violations and each of said violations of said deCiSion, able to 
comply therewith, and With the terms thereof. 

23. Proceeding as we do here Within the jurisdiction given this 
Commission by the provisio'ns of Section 2113 of tho Publie Utilities 
Code, utilizing Sections 1209(5) and 121$ of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, this contempt proceeding under federal and stste con$titutional 
considerations is Within the "petty" classification and under California 
law is considered a civil offense proceeding. 

24. Defendants have failed to show any facts or produce any 
affidavits tending to show a planned case of discriminatory enf'oreement 
of the Public Utilities Code against themselves. 

25. Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh a:-e not indigents. 
Order To Show Cause In Re Contem~t - ConcluSions 

1. The failure of said defendants Tours, Ratti, Fassett, and 
Kavanaugh to eomply with the cease and desist order contained in 
Decision No. $5140 of 'this CommiSSion, and their continuing to 
operate as a passenger stage corporation and as a common carrier o~ 
passengers, as aforesaid, is in contempt of the Publie Utilities 
CommiSSion or the State or California and its order. 

2. Def"endat"l.ts Tours, Ratti, Fasse'tt, and Kavanaugh have no 
constitutional right to a jury trial in tr~s contempt proceeding. 

3. Defendants Ratti, Fassett, and Kavanaugh should be punished 
for their Wilful contempts of this Commission. 
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Case No. 10991 - Discussion 
By Section 5~7$ of' the Public Utilities Coo.e, this Commission 

is vested with authority to cancel, revoke, or suspend a permit to 
ope::-ate as a charter-party carrier of passengers for, among other 
things, violation of any of the provisions of the Passenger Charter
pa--ty Carriers' Act, as well as £or violation of any order or 
requirement of' the Commission pursuant to the Ac:t. Reasonable f'itness 
to coneuct a charter-party carrier operation is requisite to contin~ed 
possession of such authority. In Decision No. $47,1 in Application 
No. 55299 o.ated August 5, 1975, the Commission commenteo. in this 
regard as follows: 

"In the Commission's view 'reasonable fitness' connotes 
more than mere ao.equacy or sufficiency in training, 
competency, or ao.aptability to the app~opriate technical 
and vocational aspects of the service to be rendered. 
It also includes ~~ element of moral trustworthiness, 
reliance, ano. dependability. The standards must be 
based on the interests of the public as distinguished 
f'rom the interests of the applicant, and the burden 
rests with the applicant to deoonstrate that he is 
reasonably fit to be entrusted with a renewal of 
CommiSSion authority." 

It is also a well-established prinCiple of this CommiSSion that operating 
authority will not be granted upon a showing resting upon unlawful 
operations (20th Century Delivery Service (194$) 4$ CPUC 78, 84), 
although exceptions may be carved out where the public interest so 
requires (Holiday Airlines (1966) 66 CPUC 537, 542-4.3). 

In the instant complaint the overwhelming weight of ~he 
credible eV'idence reflects a. fundamental underlying contempt tor both 
the law and' this Com:c.ission on the part of Ratti. This conclusion is 
amply discussed in other portions of this consolidated matter and will 
not be repeated here. Elsewhere herein we also concluded that because 
o~ the very persuasive control and ini'luence of Ra.tti in the management 
control ~~d operations of Tours, and the patently u.~awfu1 utilization 
of his charter-party carrier pemi t as a subterfuge to provide passenger' 
stage servic'es in a territory already serv'ed by a certificated carrier, 
the two entities - Tours and Ratti TCP-60l - are i~ reality but one entity. 
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The evidence, in part exemplified by the unrebutted testimony of 
Cochran and Elakesley, shows ~aW!ul operation, whether :easured 
by either passenger stage or charter-party·carrier law, in September 
1975, albeit such unlawful operations are Shielded to some degree 
from p~tive retribution now by possible earlier staf! indiscretions. 
However, any possible excuse ended and this flimsy shield disappeared 
after issuance November 1$, 1975 of our cease and desist order contained 
in Decision No. $S140. And once the issues were joined in hearing, 
continued operation can only be construed as Wilful defiance. But Ratti, 
in ass~ciation with his partners, chose to continue the passenger 
stage operation, under the guise of economic necessity initially, and 
thereafter under the developed artifice of using Ratti's cha.~er-party 
carrier per.nit. However, the evidence provided by Eowen, Gantert, 
and Majewski of sightseeing tour transportation being provided each tor 

I 

compensation demanded and received on an individual fare oaSiS, as 
discussed at length in Case No. 9993 and· the Order To Show Cause In Re 
Contempt discussions, demonstrates at the very least extensive operation. 
of Ratti's TCF-601 in violation of Section 5401 of the Public Utilities 
Code.W Stand-ing alone, such persistent and deliberate naunting or 
the clear provisions of: the law under which he asserts he operates, is 
sufficient reason to cancel, revoke, or suspend his charter-party 
carrier per:nit 1l:lder Section 537$ or the Public Utilities Code. 
But there is more. 

1bI "Charges for the transportation to be offered or afforded by a 
charter-party carrier of passengers shall be computed and 
assessed on a vehicle mileage or ti:ne or use basis., or on a 
combination thereof, which charges may vary in accordance With 
the passenger capacity or the vehicle, or the Size of the 
group to be transported~ but it shall not 'be lawful for, a 
charter-party carrier or passengers to directly or through his 
agent, or otherwise, or for a broker, to cO:l:tract, agree, or 
arrange to charge or to dema~d or receive compensation for the 
trans'Oortation offered or al"rorded which shall be computed, 
charged or assessed on a.."'l. ind.ividual fare basis •••• " (Section 5401.) 
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Arter application, but before receiving his charter-party 
carrier pe~it on October 23, 1975, Ratti operated. As discussed 
elsewhere, we do not believe his 
when he could commence operation. 

at times asserted confusion over 
But he operated, using not only 

the single limousine for which ·he- had sought authorization 'oy his . 
charter-pa.-ty application, but also using unauthorized daily rental 
maxi-mini vans, to transport his clients. Any operation, utilizing 
~ vehicle, before issuance of the permit violated Section 5371 
of the Public Utilities COde.1iI Arter issuance of his percit to 
operate, a perm.it limited to the USe of a Single named limousine, 
Ratti continu~d to operate using rented vans. Ratti was aware he 
had :10 authorization to USe rental vans. His October 23, 1975 per.nit 
contained the following condition, among others, to his operation: 

,,( 3). • • No vehicle shall be operated by said 
carrier unless it is named in the carrier's most 
recent- application for authority on file with 
this Commission." e Thereafter, at the end of the listed conditions there is typed the 

vehicle or vehicles authorized, stating the year, make, type, ownership 
status, and license number of each vehicle. Furthermore, as evidence of 
this knowl(~dge is the fact that on December 30, 1975, Ratti applied to 
Hunt to amend his permit to add two ad.ditional named limousines and 
~~specified rental vehicles. Although the two additional n~ed 
li:ousines were approved Ratti's re~uest to utilize unspecified rental 
vehicles was orally denied. We credit Hunt's version of what happened 
to the amendment application, including Gibsonfs instruction "why not 
use t.hese reasons to tell Mr. Ratti 'no"', a."ld referring to Section 5375 

"No charter-party carrier of passengers excepting tra"lsit, districts~ 
transit authorities or cities o~~ing and operating local transit 
syst.~s the~selves or through wholly o~~ed nonprorit corporations 
shall engage in transportation services made subject to this 
chapter without first. having obtained from the CommiSSion a 
certificate that public convenience ~"ld necessity re~uire such 
operation, except that certain specific transportation services 
as defined in Sect.ion·53S~ may be conducted under authority or an 
annual pe:"::lit issued by the Commission." (Section 5:371 and Section 
53S4 provicies for per.:lits U!lder (b) to "Carriers using only "rehicles 
under l5-passenger seating. capacity and under 7,000 pounds gross 
weight.") . 
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of the Public Utilities Code as authority to attach conditions. 
Accordingly, we find that on or about January 19, 1976, Ratti was told 
by Hunt that use of additional rental vehicles had been denied.. 
Furthermore, Ratti also learned when he received his amended per.=it 
about February 24, 1976 that his authority was limited to the three 
li::.ousines named as autllorized at the foot of the first page of the 
permit. Lastly, in this regard, Krug's April 1;, 1976 letter to 
Ratti clearly placed Ratti on notice not to use unauthorized vehicles. 
Despite the fact of this notice Ratti continued to operate vans in his 
charter-pa.....-ey carrier business. On March S, 1976 Majewski was taken on 
his tour in a Voyager l2-passenger van rented to Ratti by Aero Rent-A-Car, 
Inc. On July 14, 1976 Tours was observed using a number of vans, a.."'l.d· 

Ratti con£i~ed in his testimony that at this time he was utilizing 
six to eight rented maxi-vans daily in his TCP activities related to 
Tours. 

Ratti has also violated the provisions of Section 53$5 of 
the Public Utilities Code which prohibit operation of any vehicle 
without the distinctive identifying symbol prescribed by the Commission. 
General Order No. ge-A, received by Ratti October 2;, 1975 when he 
received his permit clearly delineates the requirements, including size 
and positioning of these symbols on ~ passenger stage and charter- . 
party. earrier vehicles. Bowen, Gantert, and Majewski all testified. that 
they did not see any identifying symbols on the vehicleS· used to 
t:-ansport them on each's tour. Yet Bowen and Gantert were transported 
on a vehicle authorized to Ratti for charter-party operation. Majewski 
was tr~~sported on a rented van used by Ratti in his TCP operation ~~th 
Tours. The photographs of the van used in the Majewski transportation, 
photographs taken while on the tour, rail to show any symbols on the 
rear Or Side of the V~ (see Exhibits Nos. 16 and 17). 
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Part 13 of General Order No. 9S-A sets forth the Commission 
requirements that charter-party carriers must· keep and maintain records 
of' all transportation ~rovided, including dates, mileage, route, charge 
computation, hours, itinerary, driver, etc • .l§I Ratti was unable 
to produce any such records during the course of the hearing although 
he was given ample opportunity to do so. His explanation was· that 
wr..ile they were made, they were not retained. In this same regard we 
must note the con~uct of his operation without regard for either 
federal or state statutes pertaining to withholding taxes and 50<:i3.1 
security deductions from wages paid drivers. Ratti employs drivers 
but pays flat sums in cash for these services performed Without 
'Witr.holding taxes or payment or social security taxes. These practices are 
violations of Title 26 U.S.C.A., Sections 3101 et seq., and 340Z, as 
well as Section 18S06 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code. 
This blithe disregard for authority and law appears to be characteristic 
of the haphazard approach to business which cr..aracterizes Ratti. As 
noted by the CommiSSion starf, he conducts all his business in a haphazard 
fashion and when called to account throws up a blizzard of excuses, 
pleading ignorance of requirements or law, mistake of' understand.ing, or 
pressure of bUSiness. It would oe grossly unfair to those who· ~o comply 
-..,1. th the law and regulations to allow Ratti to operate as a law 'l.:.nto 

1Y And Section 5411 of the Public Utilities Code provides: 
"Eve:jl' charter-party carrier of passengers and every officer,. 
director, agent, or employee of any charter-party carrier of 
passe~ers who violates or who fails to comply with, or who 
procures,. aids, or abets any violation by any charter-party 
carrier of passengers of a.."lY prOvision of this chapter,. or who 
fails to obey, observe, or comply with any order, ~ecision, rule, 
regulation, direction,. demand, or requirement of the Commission, 
or of any operating permit or certificate issued to any charter
party carrier of passengers, or who procures, aids Or abets any 
charter-party carrier of passengers i~ its failure to ooey, observe, 
or comply With any such order, deCision, rule, regulation, 
direction, demand, require~ent, or operating permit or certificate, 
is guilty of a misde~e~"lor and is pu~ishable oy fine of not more 
then five hundred dollars ($500) or by im~risonment in the county 
ja1l for not more than three months, or both." 
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e himsel£, deriving an un!air competitive advantage over other carriers 
which accept and adhere to the constraints of regulation designed to 

I 

protec~ the general pu~lic. As noted initially, "reasona~le fitness" 
includes an element of moral trustworthiness, reliance, and dependability; 
sta..l'ldards based on the interests of the public, not the carrier. ~l~' 
agree with our staff that Ratti has utterly failed to evidence 
reasonable fitness and we will immediately revoke TCP-60l. Failure to 
do so would result in Commission regulations becoming a mockery and serve 
as an example whereby those who flaunt Commission rules are rewarded, 
a:1d those who comply with Commission rules are penalized. This would 
not serve the public interest and would, indeed, impair our ability to 
adQinister responsible regulation. 

Case No. 10991 - Findinzs 
1. Defendant Ratti dominates Tours, a."ld so utilizes r.is TCP-601 

permit that the operations of the two entities, Tours and Ratti TCP-60l, 
are indistinguishable and are consi~ered one ,operation and entity. 

2. Defendant Ratti provided charter-pa.-ty carrier service in 
association with Tours before obtaining his charter-party carrier permit, 
thereby violating Section 5371 of the Public Util~ties Code. 

3. Defendant Ratti received his charter-party carrier permit on 
October 23, 1975, wr..ich permit authorized charter use of one spe,cifically 
owned limousine. His cha...-eer-party carrier permit, on February 24, 1976, 
was amended to authorize use of two additional specified limousines. 

4. Defendant Ratti was informed orally, on or about January 19, 1976, 
that pe:-:nission to utilize rented. vans was denied" and his amended 
permit to add two additional specified limousines was issued to him 

on Feoruary 24, 1976. 
5. At no time has Tours held any CommiSSion authority or permit 

autnorizing operation of any passenger carriage. 
6. By providing charter-party carrier service to Bowen, Gantert, 

and Majewski in February ~"ld March 1976 directly or through the agency 
of Tours, or as a broker, for compensation demanded, received, a..",d 
computed on an individual fare basiS, defendant· Ratti violated Section 
5401 of the Public Utilities Code. 
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7. By providing charte:-p~y c3r:"ier services to Majewslr..i on 
MArch $, 1976 utilizing an unauthorized rented van, after having ceen 
informed that his application to utilize rented vehicles had been 
denied, defendant Ratti Wilfully violated the express conditions 
contained in his permit, and by so doing violated Section 5401 of 
the Public Utilities Code. 

S. By utilizing rented vans daily in his charter-party carrier 
operation associated 'Wi tn the Tours ope:oation on July 14, 1976, and at 
other ~imes thereabouts, defendant Ratti deliberately disregarded the 
oral notice of about January 19, 1976 provided by Hunt, the written 
advisement provided by his amended permit dated February 24, 1976·, and 
!Crug's letter of April 13, 1976 cautioning against use of unauthorized 
vehicles. 

9. By operating vehicles in charter-party carrier service 'Without 
the distinctive symbolization required by Section 53S5, or the Pu'blic 
Utilities Code, and delineated explicitly in Commission General Order e No. 9S-A received by Ratti earlier, defendant Ratti violated Section 53S5 
when he utilized limousines and a rented van all Without such 
distinctive symbolization in transporting Bowen, Gantert, and Majewski. 

10. By not maintaining the set of records reflecting information 
on each charter performed as required under Part 13 of General Order 
No. 9S-A, defend~~t Ratti has failed to comply with the requirenents of 
this Coccission imposed on charter-party carriers, thereby violating 
Section 5411 of the PubliC Utilities Coce. 

11. By not wi.'thholding from wages of his employe~ drivers,defC!ldant 
Ratti has violated Title 26 U.S.C.A., Sections 3101 et seq., a:ld 3402, as 
well as Section lSS06 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code. 
Case No. 10091 -·Conclusions 

1. Ronald J. Ratti by virtue of his habitual and 'Wilful disregard, 
disdain, and violation of the law, this Commission, and i'ts regulations 
has demonst~ated that he lacks the requisite fitness required of a 
charter-party carrier pe~it holder. 

2. The CommiSSion should immediately revoke the Chartel'-party e Carrier or ~assengers ?er.nit, File No. T.cP-601,. held. by Ratti~ 
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A. A~~lication No. 55877 
IT IS ORDERED that Application No. ;;877 is denied. 

B. Case No. 9993 
IT IS ORDERED that the cease ~~d desist order contained 

in Decision No. 8;140 dated November 18, 1975 in this matter, 
wherein Tours/San Francisco, Ronald J. Ratti, Donald L. Fassett, 
and James D. Kavanaugh, and each of them, were ordered to cease 
and desi~t from offering and providing passenger stage services 
ove'r the public highways of the State of Calif'ornia except 
pursuant to certification by this Commission, is made 
permanent. 

C. Order To Show Cause In Re Contem~t 
Ronald J. Ratti and Donald r... Fassett having appeared in 

person and by counsel, and James D. Kavanaugh having appeared 

by counsel, and each having been given full opportunity to answer 
the Order to Show Cause dated February 17, 1976, and to purge 
himself of his alleged contempt, 

IT IS ORDERED that said Ronald J. Ratti, Donald L~ Fassett, [ 
and JaI:les D. Kavanaugh as to each of the folloWing 
counts: 

Count 1: During the period between November 1$, 1975 
and December 16, 197;, and 

Coun't 2: on the L..th day of February 1976, and 
Count 3: on the 8th day of February 1976,. 

a.~d that said Ronald J. Ratti and Donald L. Fassett as to the 
follOwing count: 

Cou..'"lt 4.: on the 8th day of March 1976, 
have each been guilty of contempts of the Public Utilities 
Cocmission of the State of California in disobeying its order 
made November 18, 1975 in Decision No. $5140, in failing and 
refUSing to desist from operation as a passenger stage corporation 
as defined in the Public Utilities Code, and as a common carrier of 
passengers,. for compensation, over the public highways in 
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CaJ.ii"or:lia. between San Francisco, Sau,salito, Muir WoodS, and 
return, without first !laving obtained from the Public Utilities 
Commission a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
authorizing such operations, as re~uired by the Publie Utilities 
Code; and 

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that for said contempts of the 
Public Utilities Commission and its ord.er, as af"oresaid, the said 
Ronald J. Ratt,i be punished by a fine of Five Hundred Dollars ($500) 
and five (5) days' imprisonment for each of the above four (4) 
counts; and the said DonaJ.d L. Fassett be punished by a fine of 
Three Hundred Dollars ($300) and three (3) days' imprisonment for 
each of the above four (4) counts; and the said James D. Kavanaugh 
be punished by a fine of Three Hundred Dollars ($300) and three (3) 
days' ~prisonment for each of the above first three listed counts; 
said. fines to be paid to the Executive Director of the Public 
Utilities CommiSSion of the State of California Within five (5) 
days atter the eff'ective date of this Opin1on and Order, a."J.d their 
supportive Findings and ConclUSions, and said imprisonments to be 
served consecutively in the county jail of the city and. county of 
San FranciSCO, State of California; and 

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that the execution of that 
above-stated portion of our ord.er providing imprisonments 'Will be 
stayed as to the contemnor; provided~, any contemnor, i. e., 
Ronald J. Ratti, Donald L. Fassett, or James D. Kavanaugh, provides 
the Executive Director of the Public Utilities Commission, Within 
five (5) eays after the ef'f'ective date or this orde~, With a sworn 
affidavit that his participation in the passenger stage corporation 
operations has ceased and that his participation in said operations 
~ll not be reinstated without his first securing a cert~£icate or 
public convenience and necessity authorizing such operations from 
this Commission in coni"ormi ty to- the provisions of the Public 
Utilities Code .. 
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IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that, in default of the 
payment of the aforesaid fines on the pa..-t of a. con'temnor, 
said contemnor be committed to the county jail of the 
city and CO't:llty of San Francisco, State of' California, 
u.l'ltil such f'ines be paid or satisfied in the proportion of' one (1) 
day's ~prisonment for each One Hundred Dollars (SlOO) of said 
~ines that shall so remain unp~id; and such additional sentences 
shall be served consecutively to any other jail sentences ariSing 
out of this order.· 

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER. ORDERED that the Executive Director of 
the Public Utilities Commission, upon this Opinion and Order, and 
their supportive Fi:::.dings and Conclusions, becoming effective, and 
five (5) days thereaf'ter having laps ed m thout his recei:pt of the af'oresaid 
affidavit from a contemnor, 'prepare an appropriate order or orders 
of arrest and comIlli tment, in the name of the Public Utilities 
Commission of the State of California, for the imprisonment of 
such aforeSaid contemnor, or contemnors, who have not timely 
provided the aforesaid affidavit, in the county jail of the city 
and county of San Fra.ncisco, State of CalifOrnia, for the period 
of twenty (20) days for Ronald J. Ratti, twelve (l2) days. for DonaJ.d 
L. Fassett, and nine (9) days 'tor James D. Kavanaugh, said order 
or orders of arrest and commitment to be directed,to ~he sheriff 
of' the city and county of San Francisco, and to each of which 
shall be attache~ and made a part ~hereor a ce~iried copy of 

this Opinion 3."ld Order, and their suppo~ive Findings and Conclusions; and 
, . .. .. - ..... - . 

IT IS HEmY FURTHER ORDERED ~hat the Executive Director 
of the Public Utilities Commission, if' the aforesai~ tines are not 
paid. Within the time specified above, prepare an appropriate order 
or orders of' arrest and commitment, in the name of the Public 
Utilities Commission of the State of Calitornia, f'or.the imprisoDment 
of each such contemnor Who has not paid his fines in the county 

. . , 

jail of the city a."l.d county of San Francisco, State of" California, 
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as hereinab.ove directed, said order or orders of arrest and 
commitnent to be directed to the sheri!! of the city and county 
of S~~ Francisco, and to each of which shall be attached and 
made a part thereof acertiried copy o! tr~$ Opinion and Order, 
and their supportive Findings and Conclusions. 

D. Case No. 10991 
IT IS ORDERED that charter-party carrier of passengers 

per.nit, FileNo. TCP-60l, to operate a charter-party transportation 
service, is hereby revoked on the effective date of this order. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Executive Director of the Public - , , 

Utilities Commission cause personal service or this .Opinion and Order,. 
~~d their supportive Findings and Conclusions.on Ronald J. Ratti, 
Donald L. Fassett, and James D. Kavm;augh. 

',' 
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IT IS FORrHER ORDERED tilat the effective date of this Opinion and Order, 

ar.d their S1JPlXlrti vc Findings and COnclusions, as to each contemnor, shall be thirty 
..3~. ,f: th ..3_,,",f:' him ...w.YS a::t:er c \"j,Q,::C 0 ... Zervl.ce upon • 

Dated at San Fmne1scO , Califomia, this I i-1J-
day of 0 ECEuRER ' 1978. 
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A~~lication No. 55877 - S~~ary of Testimony 
In direct support of its application, Tours introduced 

~estimony from 15 witnesses: 3 principals or employees of Tours, 
4 Cray tine or associated venture employees adversely called as 
applicant·s witnesses under provisions of Section 776 of the Evidence 
Code, and S so-ealled "public witnesses .. " 

'Wi tnesses Fassett and Ratti: Princi~als in 
~he 'tours' ven'ture, OO'tll testified a~ lengch 
about the history, background, and resources 
of the enterprise, placing emphasis upon an 
allegedly bilingual staff, special aceomr:loda
tion for blind, deaf, and otherwise handicapped 
persons desiring tours (~~ interest subsequently 
expanded to embrace personalized service to all 
the general public interested in sightseeing;;
and peripheral services to the P:~7iC, as well 
as the assertedly ~ple financin~ available 
to the fledgling enterprise. 

11 Ratti'S testimony on July 14, 1976 relating to funds assertedly 
available to Tours was that there was a "verbal understanc:ling" 
with the Mitsubishi Bank for a possible $7$,000-$100,000 loan 
for vehicles and that Tours had a checking account balance of 
$1$,000 at that s~e bank. The next day, July 1$, 1976, Ratti 
testified .that the bank would lend approximately $200,000; his 
father would finance another $$0,000 if needed; and that Tours 
has another $40,000 "excess cash" on hanc. in a safe under Ratti's 
control at Tours' air terminal facility. There is considerable 
~uestion as to whether this $40,000 is Ratti's money, a loan to 
Tours, or Tours' money. Throughout all these conSOlidated pro
ceedings, in Ratti's testimony the distinction between Ratti 
personally and Tours, the applicant, was at best badly blurred. 
Ratti's personal finances are open to consic:lerable conjecture. 
During the proceedings Ratti was questioned about an inferred 
jUdgment ~roof st~ce9 but he could not recall it any judgments 
were outs'tanaing against him personally. However, after initially 
repeatedly responding: "Not that I know of", "It is possible", 
ItI don' t know", "Not that I can :-ecall", to numerous questions 
concerni~g postulated law suits and/or judgments against him per
sonallY9 Ratti subsequently admitted that he recognized some of 
them and that he .~ a de£end~t in some. Ratti also admitted 
that title to his hOllle at 96 Oliver St.reet. had been '1:l. part" 
ehaMged to his father's name and that the ; vehicles listed on 
his TCP-60l were in his wife's and Don Fassett's name. 
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A mass of frequen~ly conflicting and contra
dictory testimony was presented, primarily 
by Ratti,Y relating to Tours' mode of opera
tion at different times. Much of this testimony 
is summarized in the summarizations of Ratti's 
and other testimony contained herein under 
Case No. 9993, Case No. 10091, and Order To 
~how Cause In Re Con~e~~~. Su!ficien~ to state 
here is tha~ 1~ es~abiished, among other 
things, that Tours sells, tour tickets to 
individuals, thereafter assembling these 
ticket individuals with others at departure 
times to· attempt making up a payload, and then, 
utilizing Ratti'S limousines or rented vans, 
and in some apparently few instances, chartered 
limousines from certain TCP holders, conducts 
the tour. Tour employees frequently drive 
for Ratti. This procedure was followed even 
before Ratti received a TCP permit to operate 
his single Cadillac limousine on October 23, 
1975, and continues with only an approximate 
2-week interruption in the last half of 
December 1975 des,pite the fact that Ratti 
never received Commission authority to use 
rented vehicles of any type. At various 
times and to varied degrees, gimmickry was 
resorted to in attempts to lend some color 
of legitimacy or of compliance with Commission 
orders or the Public Utilities Code. Such 
gimmickry includes making small refunds 
~~d varying of the length of some tours 
purportedly to bring tour rates under a 
time and mileage umbrella, but almost no 
records were ever introduced to substantiate 
any woof and warp to the fa.bric of this 
alleged panacea. There was much testimony 
asserting the adoption of a purported 

Y' ?.a.tti's a.ttorney, noting that his client's testimony covers 
approximately S of the 14 volumes· taken in this consolidated 
proceeding, suggests that Ratti's testimony relating to the 
organization o! Tours be taken in its entirety, conceding that 
"There is no question regarding a:n.y single sentence or paragraph 
or even pago is taken out of context, Mr. Ratti's testimony woul~ 
appear to ·oe contradictory." 
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"broker-organizer" stance by Tours to be used 
in associa'tion or conjunction with Ra:tti' s 
Tep pe~t status. 
Ratti testified in detail of Gray Line's denial 
of agent status to Tours and of.' an asserted 
"boycott" by Gray Line and city based charter
party carriers-coth forcing Ratti and Tours 
to jump the gun and opera.te without authority. 
As time went on and seeking mitigation or 
further excuse tor unsanctioned operations, 
Ratti presented evidence of approximately 
10 other sightseeing ent;repreneurs who sought; 
advantage out of the Gray Line strike from 
May ), 197~, to November 14, 1976, to blatantly 
advertise21 and charge on a per c3pita. basis 
in the posture of passenger stage operators 
without requisi,te authority from this 
Commission, and without any ostensible 
interference from this Commission's enforce
ment arm. The detailed s'!Jmmary of Ratti's 
testimony relating to the conversations with 
the Commission staff over efforts to seek 
certification is set forth hereafter in 
Case No. 9993. 
Both Fassett and Ratti contended that antitrust 
considerations cannot 'be avoided in this 
application; and tr.at in View of the significan~ 
growth of the tourist industry in San Francisco, 
there exists a public need for t;he type or 
unique personalized service Tours asserts it; 
can provide. In that Gray Line assertedly 
has given no indication that it will provide 
such service, Section l032 of.' the Public 
Utilities Code does not serve to preclude 
issuance of a passenger stage certification 
to Tours, according to 'the two witnesses. 
They further contend that under the thrust 
of the holding in Northern Ca.lifornia Power 
Agency v PUC (1971) 5 C 3~ j70) competition 
woula a~vance the public interest in this 
instance, and accordingly the Tours' appli
cation should be grant;ed. 

Brochures advertising these tours by these entrepreneurs were 
enterec into evidence as exhibits in a number of instances. 
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~~~ness Michael Friddle (Friddle): Blind, 
Frica~e ~s a p~-~ime employee of Tours 
employed ~o organize tours for the blind and 
disabled, and testified of a "=assive public 
relations program" whereby bra.ille and large 
print brochure~;are being sen~ to blind 
organizations.~ In July 1975 Friddle 
telephoned Gray Line with reference to a tou~ 
and while not refused admission to the tour, 
he 1'elt c1.iscouraged to take it in that he had 
been asked if he had a guide to accompany 
him. 

W1tness Yosa Shirai (Shirai): A Tokyo 
businessman touris~ ~eStified of his 
pleasure in being assisted in choosing a tour 
by a Japanese-speaking Tours' employee 
(John Mark Lavelle), who also gave him hotel 
information. However, the tour,actually 
taken by Shirai was conducted in English. 
Wi~ness Julia Holter (Holter): A quadri
p~eg.c, MS. Holter testified that she had 
been told by Gray line that she would have 
to be accompanied by an attend~~t to take a 
tou:. Subsequently, at the instiIftion of 
Tours, she again telepnone~ Gray ne, 
purportedly regarding a tour for a group of 
handica.pped. She learned ~hat Gray Line would 
take the group but would not lift the 
indi viduals on and of! the bus at each stop 
on the tour. 
Wi~ness Rober~ s. Welsh (~elsh): A Jack Tar Hotel 
oe11 captain, Welsh to~d of his selling Tours 
tickets ~o 20 or 25 people a day during the 
Gray Line strike without complaints. Welsh 
admitted receiving a. 10 percent COmmission 
from Tours for each sale. He gets none 
from Gray Line as Gray Line has an agent 
in the Jack Tar lobby. 
Witness Petrina Doran (Doran): Manager of 
one oi ~ne Tracy cnain hotels (see Wellho!!er 
testioony summary below), Doran testified 
of tourists "extremely pleased" by Tours' 

~ ~ No copies of such brochures were produced. 
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service and that some had been also delighted 
to receive a partial refund of the fare after 
completing the tour. 
Witness Chester A. Rhodes (F~odes): A 
J.2-year employee 01' tone San Francisco 
Convention and Visitors Bureau, Rhodes 
testified that the Bureau's statistics 
reflect a substantial increasing flow of 
visitors to San Prancisco over the 1970-
1975 period, a flow that continued in 
1975 despite the 1974-1975 recession.i! 
The Bureau's fig~res, as contained in the 
statistical exhibits, show a 5.) percent 
increase in the total number of visitors 
and convention participants staying in 
San Francisco hotels and motels in 1975 over 
1974, and a 9.6 percent increase in their 
expenditures. Approxi~ate1y $12.7 million 
or these expenditures in 1975 were spent 
in sightseeing. Cray Line receive~1 
$3,658,233 of this amount in 1975.£1 
Witness Uwe Wellhoffer (Wellhotfer): Ceneral 
manager of $ c.owntown "economy" hotels in 
the Tracy chain, renting 50 percent of his 
rooms to tourists during the summertime 
tourist period, Wellhoffer provided primarily 
hearsay evidence purportedly derived from 
his managers, including witness Doran (see 
above), that Tours treated tourists well. 
It must be noted that the Tracy chain pays 
Tours a 15 percent commission for tourists 

11 Exact co~parisons with years before 1974 are not valid as 
methodology and components in the statistical base were changed. 
Nonetheless, it is apparent that there has been a substantial 
increase in both the numbers of tourists and in their expenditures. 

§! We take official r.otice of the passenger revenue--exclusive of 
charter and racetrack revenue-s\:.bmi tted by Gray line in its 
1975 ~~ual report to this Commission. 
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referred to the Tracy chain (SO were referred 
in the first half of 1976). 
Witness Susan Asher (Asher): A desk clerk at 
the Mar~ HO~Kins Hotel, since the strike a't Gray 
Line began,· Asher has referred people to Tours, 
recei·r.Lng a 10 percent commiSSion for each 
referral. Gray Line's agent is at the Avis 
desk at the hotel; however, Asher intended on 
her own to continue referrals to Tours after 
the strike ended. Asher testified of favorable 
comments froe. tourists who were referred to Tours. 
Wi tness Geor~e Coleman '( Coleman) : Long-term 
~oor:nan at t e clift Hotel, Coleman testified 
as to tour companies: "I just love them all", 
and related that he had referred some tourists 
'too Tours as well as to Gray Line, sometimes 
receiving a gratuity from both. He had been 
impressed when one family group mentioned 
having received a partial rebate after taking 
a tour with Tours. 
Adverse witness Mul'Oeters: Mulpeters, queried 
regarding major cities oeing served by a 
single sightse~~g company, testified that 
San Francisco,1/ Los Angeles, and San Diego 
were in that category. He asserted that the 
effect of open competition elsewhere has 
been to substantially raise the cost of tours 
to the tourists, noting the experience in 
Washington D.C., where tour rates substantially 
i~creased as a consequence of selling agents 
playing one sightseeing eompany agains-e 
another to jack up commissions· which then must 
be passed on to tourists. MUlpeters asserted 
that. tne "visitor" statistics of the San 
Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau 
required "interpretation" (in that the figures 
were based on .airport arrivals and hotel 
reservations which serve to camouflage the 
ext.ent or purely business visits included 
in those statistics a~/opposed to convention 
and touris~ business.~ Mulpeters did agree 

11 Mulpeters noted certain exceptions vis-a.-vis San Francisco such 
as A. C.. Cal Tours·' (Spanish-speaking tours only), Highway Tours 
(out of San ~-tateo), and a s·econd San Vl3:teo based passenger 
stage corporation run by a John Jenkins .. 

g/ So that, for example, even the Gray Line attorney, r~. Hannon, 
who comes in frequently during the year from Phoenix on matters 
before the PUC, would be counted each visit as a "visitor~. 
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that there is a steady increase year to year 
in the tourism business in San Francisco 
which he es~imates as being between 5 and 9 
percent. However, he also testified that 
San Francisco's· convention potential is 
severely handicapped because of a lack of 
adequate convention facilities, so that 
considerable business is lost to other 
California cities, naming Anahei:!l as an 
example. 
Adverse witness Beryl Diller (Diller): A 
vice president or Holiday tours, Inc., Dille~ 
described its business as that of a "group 
receptive operator"; an organization providing 
host services for pre-formed groups from 
airport arrival transportation to ehartered 
tours (from Gray tine and other bus companies) 
while the groups are in the city. He testifiec 
that the only per capita business operated 
was nightclub tours exclusively within San 
~ . •• ancJ.sco. 
Adverse witness James C. Fulton, Jr. (Fulton): 
An employee hanc.ling m.gn-cc.l.uc t.our sales 
for Holiday Tours, Fulton provided no testimony 
material to these proceedings. 
Adverse witness David Smith (Smith): A 
suopoenaec. ~-year Gray LJ.ne teamster driver 
on strike agains·t Gray Line at the time he 
testified, Smith without specification termed 
some of his underlying comments to applicant's 
investigator as "miscellaneous griping". To 
his knowledge Gray Line had been able to 
handle its business although there were times 
it could have used more buses. From personal 
experience he testified of mechanical problems 
from time to time. When tied down to specifics, 
he was sometimes eontradictory; however, there 
were air conditioning problems and "onee or 
twice" a windshield wiper ·failed when it 
was misty. More seriously, he stated that 
at times brakes appeared unsa!e and not to 
his liking (" ••• maybe 2 or 3 times in my whole 
career that has happened"), b'lt that on only 1 
occasion he ever had to call a relief b~s for 
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a brake problem. He ~ol~ of clutch and other 
problems necessitating relief. His attempts 
to quantify mechanical problems experienced 
were at variance. He discussed cleaning 
problems at length stating tha~ spasmat1cally 
he would have to take out a dirty bus on 
tour (more,!requently on hotel pickups after 
concluding another tour). Drivers do not as 
'a contract matter clean buses, and sweepers 
could not always keep up, the public's 
"sloppy" habits being what they are. 
In its case against the application, protestant Gray Line, 

, 

through its witness Mulpeters, asserted that Gray Line was' capable 
of handling :my existing or future demand for tour:s ~d. sightseeing 
in the area. Mulpeters noted load !actors of 39.6 and 3$.2 for 
the 2 most popular and utilized tours--tne 3-hour deluxe city 
tour involving 682 buses and the 3';-hour Muir Woods-Sausalito' tours 
involving 259 buses.21 MUlpeters told of membership in the Gray 
Line Association ~..d th worldwide contacts; of d:i.stribution of over 
l~ :nillion color printed sales brochures annually describing its 
tours; d.escribed its bus fleet of 63 vehicles; and told or an ' 
additional 10 1.9-53 passenger MC-7 airconditioned., sightseeing coaches, 
being conve~ed to glass tops for the San Francisco sightseeing 
business (delivery having been delayed. because of the strike). He 
int.roduced. evidence of the tours, and prices offered, display 
adve:-tising, and sales booths in hotels in San FranciSCO, pick-up 

21 Figures for the month of September 1975. 
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service, and described Gray Line's maintenance program!QI including 
washing ~~d cleaning of the buses. Mu1peters testified ot interpreter 
service available for groups at $10 per hour (describing 1 "narrated" 
tour for 40 Ge~an-speaking deaf tourists!), and told ot the services 
proVided Handicapped Horizons, the recreation center tor the 
handicapped, the Salvation Ar.ny, and the Silver Crest Committee; 
services including transportation of handicapped children to their 
Sum:ler hO:le in I.a. Honda, alld arrangement of tours. Mulpeters rei\lSed 
to concede that use of a smaller van could provide more personalized 
or be'tter tours over use ot a full-size bus and stated that the 
d:iver is the key to an enjoyable tour. However, where individuals 
desire the use of vans as tourist vehicles, Gray Line will 
accomm~ate them (Gray Line chartered vans through Associated 
Limousines approximately 40 times in the tirst 6 months ot 1976). 

~ It seldom has utilized its tarift right to cancel for less· than 6 
fares, but has utilized limousines trom Associated Limousines to 
take out as few as 1 tourist. Asked why Tours and Ratti could stay 
in business before the Gray line strike if there was no need for 
additional tour services in San FranciSCO, Mulpeters answered 
"Because I think he catches the people before they find out they· 
can buy the tour for $6 instead of $20", and a.scrio~d the practice 
of certain'hotels in calling upon Ratti's service as a reciprocal 
practice a::-ising out of Ratti'S referral of lodging business to 
these hotels for a 15 percent commission. 

Maintenance of Cray Line equipment is performed by the Greyhound 
lines, Inc. (Creyhound) facility in San FranciSCO, currently 
employing approxima:ee1y 110 mechaniCS, a.."'ld serviCing buses for 
both Gray Line and Creyhound. Before the mo~or rebuilding 
facilities were removed to Chamblee, Ceorgia, there were 
about 220 mechanics a.~ the !acili~y. The maintenance yard 
as it remains is still the largest of its type west of the 
!vf.ississi ppi. 
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Case No. 9993 - Summary of Testimonv 
Grav line's Position 

t 

L~ suppo~ or its initial October 17, 1975, allegations 
in Case No. 9993 that defendants were unlawfully operating a passenger 
stage business in tha~ they were operating a sightseeing service 
on an individ~al fare basis ~thout requisite public convenience 
and necessity certification from the Public Utilities Commission, 
all in 'violation o! Public Utilities Code 3ection 1031, Gray LL~e 
introduced 3 witnesses; the president of Gray Line and 2 Pinkerton 
operat.ives. 

Witness Mul~eters: Testifying of having 
;~rst learne~ of Tours' operation early 
in June 1975 from some copies of Tours' 
brochure, Mulpeters also told of an initial 
meeting with Ratti on June l6, 1975, when 
Ratti came to the Gray Line offices and 
unsuccessfully sought appointment as a 
Gray line agent an~ possible chartering 
of Gray ~ne buses to Tours. Mulpeters 
testified that thereafter, from his office 
var.tage point adjacent to the airlines 
terminal from which Tours was operating, 
he became well aware of how Tours was 
operating, and that subsequently he 
obtained the services of Pinke~on operatives 
to verify the fact that Tours was operating 
a sightseeing busine:s on a per capita 
basis. Mulpeters related how Ratti'S initial 
visit was followed by others as Ratti 
unsuccessfully continued attempts to estab
lish some bUSiness relationship. On cross
examination Mulpeters was extensively 
examined on the unfruitful negotiations 
by Ratti to arrange a charter relationship_ 
MulZ'eters testified that: "We just don't 
charter our buses to sooebody to operate 
per capita service"; that it was his 
underst.and.ing that Tours wanted. to "short
st0Z'" Gray line's sightseeing bUSiness, 
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using chartered Gray Line buses ~o conduct 
Tours' unauthorized tours. Mulpeters also 
testified that at no specific time did 
defendant specifically ask for a vehic:e. 
The visits became more ac~onious after the 
filing of a protest letter with the Commission 
by Associated Limousines~~~ act which Ratti 
attributed to Mulpeters.~ At an October 21, 
1975, meeting with Ratti and Kavanaugh~ 
Mulpeters told Ratti that Tours was selling 
per capita Sightseeing transportation with
out a CommiSSion certificate. Ratti 
assertedly responded that he was operating 
as a broker. When told that there were 
no code provisions permitting broker handling 
of pa.ssenger transportation, Ratti then con
tended that Tours was operating as a travel 
agency, but was unable to name any appoint
ments as such. On November 17, 1975, Fasse~t 
visited and told Mulpeters that he wanted 
Gray Line to withdraw its protest to the 
Tours' application and the request for a 
cease and desist order or Tours would go 
into "Phase 2". As earlier noted, Fassett'z 
demand was denied. (On November 1$, 1975, 
the Commission Cease and Desist Order was 
issued.) Shortly thereafter, on November 24, 
1975, Gray Line received through the mail a 
Tours' envelope containing a copy of what 
purported to be a Tours' press release dated 
November 24, 1975. This press release 
(Exhibit No. 12 in this proceeding) advised 
(1) of a 5-cillion-dollar antitrust suit to 
be filed by Tours against Gray Line, (2) of 
the ?~blic Utilities Commission Cease and 
Desist Order to Tours, and (3) that Tours 
had "decided to challenge the PUC order 
and is continuing 'business as usual'." 
Wi tr..ess Gera.ld Cochran (Cochran): A 
Pinkerton operative, Cochr:~ ... 'l testified of 

rl1ulpeters testified that about 1965 or 1966 Gray Line sold 20 
limousines and permits to individual drl ve:-s who formed Associated 
Lioousine Service, sometimes still ealled Gray Line Limousine 
Service. The presi~ent of Associated Lfoousine, Martin Levy, on 
Augus-:. 30, 1975, filed a protes,: 'Co tone Co:nission agains'C 'Cne 
alleged illegal Tours' operation. Mulpeters 'Ces'Ci!ied tha'C the 
decision to protest was made by Associated Limousine, as far as he 
could su~ise, but that Levy did not tell Mulpeters or it. 
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having made a tour reservation by telephone one 
day, arriving the next day at the airline 
terminal, Septecber 14" 1975, personally pur
chasing a single $16 ticket from Ratti for 
Tour No.3, receiving a receipt, observing 
others approach and purchase tickets for the 
same tour, and then as part of an assembled 
group of 10 passengers oeing taken on a 4-hour 
tour in an orange colored late model GMC van 
(subsequently ascert3ined to havI2~een rented 
from Trans Rent-A-Car by Ratti).~ 
Witness Paul T. Blakeslev (Blakesley): A 
Pinkerton operative, Blakesley similarly 
testified that on September 29, 1975, he had 
purchased a ticket for Tour No. 3 for $16 
from Mrs. Nanette Ratti at the Tours' Downtown 
Airlines Terminal booth. Assembled 
later along with 6 others at departure time, 
he was taken for the 4-hour tour over the same 
route as in Cochran's tour (but with the 
route reversed) in a GMC van, License No. 
634-HDT Cal., a van subsequently determined 
to have been rent~~/by Ratti from 
Tr~ Rent-A-Car.~ 

Gray Lines also relies upon the cross-examination testimony of 
Fassett to establish that Tours operated on a per capita basis: 

Witness Fassett: vmen questioned whether Tours 
was an operator ?r a broker, Fassett testified: 

"But the question was that as a tour broker 
we would be able to do this type o~ grouping ••• 
Well, we probably are an operator, and we are 
also a broker. Both ways... We always ·r'lere." 

Trans Rent-A-Car, at' times relev~~~ herein did not have a TCP 
pe~t from this Commission. 
According to affidavits filed as part of Gray line's October 17, 
1975, complaint, and as testified to by him in cross-examination 
on April 0, 1976, Blakesley also had taken a 2-hour tour on 
September 9, 1975, in a different. vehicle provided by tours. 
Additionally, the Gray Line complaint contained an affidavit by 
another Pinkerton operat.ive, one Kathleen Stevens, who attes~ed 
t.hat on September 13, 1975, she too purchased a ~hour tour on 
an individual basis and subsequently was taken on the tour. 
(Stevens was not called. as a witness at the hearing.) 
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"Vlell, the way our understanding was, when 
people cace in to our of.f'ice we ca.."l sell them 
a ticket, and when a group of peop:e ·have 
gotten together then they can be given a tour." 

Asked then: " ••• wouldn't you ag:-ee that the 
service that is provided as re!lected by Exhibit 
:3 (the Tours' brochure), you always sell tickets 
to individuals?" The answer WOOS: "Yes." 

Dei'end.:ll"lts' ?os·i 'Cion 

In rebuttal evidence to the initial October 17, 1975, Cray 
Line complaint, de!endant$ relied primarily upon 2 witnesses; ,the 
th~st of thei:- defense being that they had strenuously attempted 
to p:-operly struct.ure their business so as not to be violative of 
the Public Ut.ilities Code. ~"ld t.hat they had tried .to work ·with 
Cray Line. 

Witness Ratti: Obviously linchpin of the Tours~ 
operat.ion, Ratti testified at considerable length 
on all phases of these consolidated matte:-s 
(approximat.ely 5· volumes of transcript).ll/ On 
issues relating to the initial com~laint, Ratti 
testified of being refer:-ed late in May 1975 
to the Public Utilities Commission of Officer 
~/.artindale of the per.ni t office of the ci t1 
~"ld county of S~"l Francisco and of subsequent 
n~~erous meetings with Messrs. Astrue and Donati 
~"ld counsel Rosenthal of the Comcission staff 
concerning the Tou:-s' operation; ceetings 
·Nhich re"lolved around It ••• exact.ly what we had 
to do ~~d what permits we h~d to obtain, and 
exactly how we had to operate t.o· be leg~l." 
Assertedly, he initially brought. along. the 
Tours' brochure (Exhibit No. :3 to these pro
deedings) to show the sta!f. We coneluded 

Ratti himself acknowledged his primary role and testified that 
"! oversee ':ohe o'Oeration a.."l.ci see that the strJ.cture· of -·the 
COOp~"'ly stays in· .m uprigb,t position",. and aft.e:- a f.s.snion,. 
classified hi:lSel! as the IfCeneral Manager". 

.-

/ 
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fro~ these meetings that if Tours acted as 
only a tour organizer and " ••• then used authorized 
PUC charter-party carriers, we would be legal." 
P..atti testified that Rosenthal, after "lengthy 
diseussion on it and some research he did on 
some of his law books, he came up With the 
opinion we were perfectly legal to operate 
under the scope of this 'orochure, Pf9v).ding 
we used licensed. P.U.C. holders ••• "lli Ratti 
testified that in July 1975 Astrue "saw nothing 
wrong with the way we were going to operate, and 
he advised us to continue to o~erate until he 
so notified us." Rat~i asserted that'Tours 
thereupon used the Walker Brothers, Mrke L. 
Cord, International Limousine Service, and 
Lorrie's Tours, all PUC charter-party permit 
holders, and Tony Ruiz, Mr. Hollingsworth, 
r-!r. Sullivan, Mr. Bernsley, and Mr. Maseraki, 
all city permitted limousine operators. How
ever, Ratti could produce no records pertaining 
to their use. ' 
It was Ratti's further assertion that late in 
July or early August 1975, at a meeting with 
Astrue, Donati, and Rosenthal, the staff objected 
to certain of the pe~t holders being used by 
Tours, and thereafter Tours was advised to 
apply for a passenger stage certifieate Which 
action it then took. Thereafter, Ratti testi
fied that early in September when it, became 
apparent that Tours was operating at least' 
in part as a passenger stage corporation 

At another point Ratti testified that in response to specific 
questions put to Rosenthal he had learned that "under a 
passenger stage, why, that would allow Qe then to sell the 
tickets and in fact give the tour, much like Cray Line and 
Greyhound is doing now" and "on our charter-party per:ni t 
I would be regulated to give the tour only as a charter
pa.-ey, and not sellon a per cap1 ta basiS, which I advised 
him at the time that I had. no intention of doing." 
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without certification,1§! Astrue told Ratti 
that Tours could continue operations until 
they heard otherwise; that they could con
tinue to operate, whether it be as somewhat 
of a passenger stage or charter-party 
operator, "until yourper:nit is filed with 
the POC and he~ in front of the Commission 
and turned down." Ratti went on to state: 
"and that is exactly wh.a.t we have been doing 
up until the last reminder you gave us to 
cease and desist until we resumed court 
today." (Referring to· the acimonition 
against continued operation given by the 
PJ..J at the close of the December 16, 1975-, 
hearing day.) 
At one point Ratti testified variously as 
to when Tours began utilizing Ratti's TCP 
per:ni t to run tours. At first he asserted 
that it was "when this general boycott had 
hit us ••• probably the beginning of August, 
approximately." When reminded by his 
attorney that he did not receive his TOP . 
permit until October 23, 1975, Ratti then
in response to a specific ~uestion from the 
ALJ as to when he began operations under 
his ch~er-party permit--asserted. that he 
did not conduct tours as an "alleged 
charter-party permit holder" prior to 
actually having been granted such permit. 

At another point in his testimony, Ratti 
agreed that he personally had sold the 

Ratti testii"ied that "at one of the meetings (with AstrueJ, 
one of them was exactly for that. He wanted. to know, were 
we selling on a per capi 1:a basiS. And I said yes · .... e were." 
Ra1:ti also testified that Donati at one of the meetings also 
stated "It looks like you are probably doing a certain portion 
of s1:aging along with your charter partying. It To which P.atti 
said he answered, "Yes, it looks that way to ce also. Of course, 
it'sbeenthat way ever since we opened up." 
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September l~, 1975, ticket to Cochran, ~he 
Pinkerton operative, ana that it was his wife 
Nanet~e who probably sold the September 29, 
1975, ticket t~ Pinkerton operative Blakesley, 
and that the van or vans used by Ratti to 
provide the Cochran and Blaksley tours were 
rented to Rate i i"rom Trans Rent-A-Ca:. But 
it was by ~~bit No. 21, a letter dated 
December 30, 197;, directed to the Public 
Utilities Commission and signed .by Ratti as 
holder of TCP Permit No·. 601, that P.a:t.ti 
first asked authority from the Commission to 
rent or lease vehicles to be used under his 
permit, and i"or aut~2r~ty to waive the 20-
day waiting permit.1ZI 
Later in the proceedings, Ratti testified or 
explaining to Rosenthal of how Tours would 
charge for its tours. One method would be 
that "we would get a group of people together, 
whether it be 2 people or e people, and 
depending on how many people we got together, 
we would then divide that amount of people 
into the amount of money we needed to show 
a reasonable profit. And also pay the owner 
or operator of a charter party permit to 
take that tour out." The second method w3Z 
"to figure out exactly wha:t our time, material, 
cost, and mileage were, and to divide that 
into the amount of people that we proposed 
to have on a tour. And then, have a reason
able figure that would amount to the amount 
we needed to take' that group of people and 
pay the charter-party earrier." 
In relation to the existence of any Tours
Gray Line business relationship or working 
arrangements, Ratti testified in complete 
oppOSition to Mulpeters' subsequent testi
mony. It was Ra~ti's testimony that the 
June 1975 meetings between MUlpeters and him 

111 ~'bit No •. 21 was sponsored into evidence by P..atti. 
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had. 'Oroduced a "verbal agreement" to the effect 
thatA" ••• any of the people that I [Ratti] cannot 
handle or carry, would he handle them on his 
tour and his buses, and he told me he would, 
and the only thing we had to do was to send 
a voucher over with those people, and we would 
then be billed later." Ratti further stated 
that it was agreed that Tours could use 
its e~uipment if Gray Line had none available 
["In the even': you (!~ulpeters) could not take 
the people, we would arrange the tours on our 
equipment, or someone else's, whether it be 
other charter-pa...-.oty carriers and PUC holders" "J 
The inference being that Tours had tacit 
consent from Gray Line to compete. Elsewhere, 
?~tti testified that Mulpeters subsequently 
"would not accept it (the agreement] on a 
daily basis and would not accept it on a pro
longed ter.n-, but "w9U~d accept it when it is 
convenient for him .. "~ 

It was .Ratti's testimony that Mulpeters had 
been agreeable to chartering buses to Tours 
when they were available, but that in practice 
he could never get a bus. Ratti cited one 
instance in October 1975 when he was unsuccess
ful through Gray Line' s Mr. Beck in chartering 
a bus to take 35 people for a wine country 
tour. In later testimony Ratti asserted that 
that MUlpeters only objection to the 2 com
panies working together was that if Tours 
were to sell Gray Line tours then Tours would 
not sell anyone else's tours; that the 2 
outfits " ••• are not gOing to be competing 
against each other." P.a.tti stated 'Chat in 
the latter part of June 1975 Tours sold Gray 
Line tours on Tours' vouchers but that within 
a week the customers were refused by Gray 
Line and Tours had to re£und the money. 
Consequently, Tours ceased selling Gray Line 
tours. 

Gra.y Line invoices (Exhibits Nos. 27-A - 27-F) sponsored into evidence 
by Ratti to cover a. period after December 16, 1975. No invoices 
were introeuced to demonstra~e any tour transportation ~rovided 
Tours' clients by Gray Line before December 16, 1975. 
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r~tness Rosenth~l: An assistant General Counsel 
of the co~ssion, but at the tioe relevant here 
a principal counsel, Rosenthal was called. by 
the sta££ and testified that during 1975 he had 
been contacted by Ratti some 4 to 6 times--all 
before the end of June 1975. Rosenthal testi
fied that Ratti l~ft· him with the impression 
that Ratti inten~ed to organize tours in the 
stance of a "Travel Promoter'· (Rosenthal's 
ter.n); that he did not wish to cond.uct the 
trar~portation himself, but would hire charter
party carriers. Rosenthal told Ratti: "To. 
the extent that you want to be cond.ucting 
tours and employing other people, you cannot 
be doing the hauling yoursel!.n Rosenthal 
asserted that he had declined to read the 
Tours' brochure Ratti brought in and had 
advised Ratti to hire legal counsel after 
Ratti's visits went on. Later, Rosenthal 
recalled that Ratti asked some questions 
about operations were he to have a vehicle, 
but did not remember whether Ratti ever asked 
for inl'or:nation as to how to obtain a certi
ficate of public convenience and neceSSity. 
Rosenthal testified that he did not indicate 
to Ratti that it was per:nissiblet:O' operate 
as a passenger stage while the Com=ission was 
conside~ng one's application for operating 
authority; but prior to approval of such 
application, Rosenthal told Ratti that the 
PUC had no jurisdiction over people who 
organized tours, only over those who carried 
the people. 
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Order To Show Cause In Re Contem~t - Summary of Testimony 
Grav Line's Position 

In support of its contention that defendants should. be 
punished for their asserted contecpt of the Commission in con
~i~uing to offer and provide passenger stage service without 
Commission certification atter (1) issuance of the cease and desist 
orde~ contained in Decision No. 85140 dated November 18, 1975, and 
(2) ~he admonition of the hearing officer to defendants at the 
public hearings on December 16, 1975, and December 29, 197;, to 
the point that defendants cease and desist from alltmauthorized 
service, Gray Line relied. upon the testimony of 4 'Witnesses·: 2 
defendants and general partners of Tours and 2 Pinkerton operatives. 

Wi tness Ratti: Gray Line, the staff, and defen
aan;s each rely in part upon Ratti's extensive 
testimony on ~he contempt issue; each party find
ing support for its contentions. A sunwary of 
Ratti's relevant testimony on this issue appears 
subsequently here under "Defendants' POSition". 
Wi tness Fassett: This Tours principal read a 
preparea statement into evidence (Exhibit No.2) 
which stated in relevant part: 

"When we received the cease and desist ord.er, 
we felt tha'C our continuation of business 'as 
usual' was more directly involved in ~e1ping 
the people first and knOwing that when you 
heard our true story here today, you too 
would realize that the needs of the people go 
on, rega~less of what deciSion is made here 
today. " 

On cross-examina'tion, Fassett, in response to 
the question: "Why did you continue to offer 
the service in spite of the fact t~~ a cease 
and. desist order had been issued 1"1.21 res.ponded: 

Be!'ore being pemittec. to answer this line of questioning, Fassett 
had been apprised of his Fifth Amendment rightS by his attorney 
at the direction of the presiding ALJ and had. elected "to answer 
any and all questions on cross-examination concerning any facet of 
Tours' business." Defendant'S attorney, objecting to the questions 
on g~ounc.s of relevancy (and being overruled) stated: ttI think the 
fact,is they have admitted they have operated in violation of the 
cease and deSist order." 
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"Well, we felt that our cont:.inuing our 
business was. by. far a :tore impo~ant ser-
vice to t:.he ?eople to whom we feelobliga-
t:.ed and compelled to serve, more so than a . 
cease and desist order which was, we feel,quit:.e 
far away from t:.he front lines of what we 
were fighting for." 

Fassett went:. on subsequently to state: 
"Well, when you have families to feed, Mr. 
Hannon, you don't:. worry a little bit about 
state laws, especially when you know you 
.are doing right." 

And when asked on cross-examination during 
the December 16, 1975, hearing if Tours had 
provided service "today" under Tours/SF and 
if it had indi v1duals COme in and buy a 
ticket to go on their vehicle, Fassett 
testified to both questions: 
"Yes, we did." 

Witness Robert W. Bowen (Bowen): A Pinkerton 
operat:.ive, Bowen t:.estiiied that having 
telephoned the prior day for infor.mation, on 
February ~, 1970, he went to the Tours' booth 
at the airlines terminal, awai ted his: turn 
While Ratti made a sales ~itch for a wine 
country tour to 2 individuals, and then in 
his turn purchased a ~-hour Tour No. 3 ticket 
for $16. While waiting to depart on the tour, 
Bowen testified of observing a sale of another 
$16 ticket. Shortly later, Bowen state~ that 
Fassett drove the 7 persons assembled (2 
Mexican nationals, an English couple, an 
Australian, another American, a.."'ld Bowen) on 
t:.he tour in Ratti's Cadillac limousine, 
Lic. No. 071S3X California. 
Witness Dick Gantert (Gantert): Pinkerton's 
ass~stant:.-manager and Northern California 
director of investigation, testified of 
having phoned for a reservat:.ion for 2 one 
day, and the follOwing day, February $, 1976, 
purchasing 2 No. 3 ~-hour t:.ours for $32 ($16 
each) at the terminal from Tours' employee 
~4rk Lavelle. Gant:.ert t:.est:.ified that he and 
his wife went out on the tour, being driven 
by Fassett in Ratti's Cadillac limousine 
Lic. No. 071S3A California. 
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The staff, in support of the Gray Line contention that 
ce~endants should be punished for contempt of the Commission for 
continuing to operate as a passenger stage service after issuance 
of the COIlll'nission' s cease and desist order, in addition to· its 
forementioned reliance upon Ratti's extensive testimony summarized 
under "Defendants' Position", introduced the testimony of 2 "fIitnesses: 
one a representative of the Commission's License and Compliance 
Section, and the other a leasing company executive. 

~~tness Majewski: A staff transportation 
an~ys~ whose ~uties involve investigation 
work, Majewski testified that on March $, 
1976, under the pseudonym of "J. Schillone" 
he ·..rent to the al.rlines ter:ninal booth of 
Tours and purchased from Ratti a $16 
ticket for Tours' No. 3 tour, observing 
3 people selling tickets to other individ
uals. Majewski'S receipt (Exhibit No. 15) 
bore the number 07866 and carried the 
st~ped in legend: 

"This tour is conducted by authorized 
PUC charter-party carriers. Tours/ 
San Francisco acts only as the broker 
organizer. " 

Later that day Majewski returned to the 
ter=inal on time t.o t.ake the tour, again 
observing other individuals purchasing 
tickets. 12 persons were on Majewski's 
tour wh1ch was driven by Fassett in a 
Plymouth 197$ Voyager 12-passenger v~~, 
license No. 856 NVI, California. 
Majewski sponsored Exhibits Nos. 16 
and 17 in t.his proceeding, each a color 
photograph, respect.ively of t.he right 
si~e an~ ot ~he rear, of the blue-colore~ 
v~~; photos asse~edly t.aken while at a 
st.op on the tour. In the phot.ographs 
no TCP markings appear on t.he right side 
or the rear of the vehiele. Majewski 
testified that he subsequently v1si~ed 
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Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc. and ascertained that 
the van used in the tour waS registered 
to Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc.,lega.l owner 
being the MorriS Plan of Cali£o~ia. 
v~tness Chester Hollenbeck (Hollenbeck): 
Suopoenaeo. presio.en't or Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc., 
Hollenoeck proo.uced a record of 
Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc.'s Invoice No. 119629 
(Exhibit No. l8-A) which purports to 
cover the March S, 1976, rental of a van, 
License No. 856 NVI California, to "Donald 
Fassett" employed by "Tours of SF", on a 
"Tours of SF" credit card. Hollenbeck 
testified that Ratti had a TCP pe~t and 
that as a "matter of convenience" the 
account was labeled "Tours of SF" for 
charge account records and that Ratti had 
instructed Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc. to send 
billings to Tours. 
Hollenbeck also produced a log in and 
return record of Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc's. 
(~bi t No. JS-B) covering part of the 
month of March 1976 and reflecting an 
entry covering the Invoice No. 119629 
rental to, Fassett on !t~ch 8, 1976. 
Hollenbeck testified that he knew he had 
received payment from Ratti in V~rch 
1976; that sometimes a payment was by 
cashier's check and sometimes by other 
checks, but the witness could not recall 
whether or not any of the payment checks 
in !wch 1976 were by Tours' checks to 
Ratti endorsed over, by Ratti to 
Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc. 

Defendants' Position 
Ratti'S extensive testimony relevant to the contempt issue, 

both on direct and on cross-examination, is an important source of 
each party's evidence on the issue. The defense depends heavily 
upon it to support their contentions that (1) they operated solely 
as a broker-organizer and did not charge on a per capita basis; 
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(2) thao: they acted in reliance upon the advice or PUC representa
tives; and (3) that selective application and enforcement of the 
Public Utilities Code ~~d related state laws by Gray Line through 
the Public Utilities Commission serves to deprive them of o:heir 
constitutional ri&~ts of equal protection and due process. 

Wi tness Ratti: Testi£ying as to the "capa
Cl.o:y or i:asnion" of the Tours' operation 
prior to December 16, 1975, P..atti stated 
'''Nell, we were operating as a tour company. ••• 
Gi ving tours. It 1JJhen asked to c.efine more 
precisely what was being done, he stated 
"Well, we were acting as a broker and 
having some o£ the work done by other 
l~ousine drivers and doing some of the 
work ourselves." Ratti testified that 
they stopped these operations after the 
December 16, 197~hearing in obedience to 
the CommiSSion's November lS, 197~ Cease 
a..-"d Desist Order. But then, several months 
later on July 8, 1976, under cross
examination he admitted that while they 
had ceased operating for awhile "out of 
respect for Examiner 'lIe iss ", they commencec. 
operating again after several weeks (about 
the first of 1976) when "the financial 
burden became too heavy"; resuming operations 
in substantially the same fashion as before, 
merely "refining" the operation. Ratti 
stated that he was familiar personally with 
and had handled all aspects of the various 
tours--driving, lecturing, organizing, and 
selling. 
P..atti presented much evidence in both 
direct and cross-ex~nation as to the mode of 
operation. He readily a~itted that Tours 
did not always charge the same amount per 
individual per tour, but a.sserted that 
they used time and mileage as well as 
variables in the length of the tour as 
factors in determining the charge. Ratti 
gave vague, inconclusive, and, at times, 
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evasive answers ~o questions ~irected to 
specifics regarding the components 
assertedly used to determine charges, 
summari zing that there were "many, oany 
methods that I have tried to make it con
venient and economical ~or everyone 
involved." He testified that Tours did 
not retain daily manifest records beyond 
the day of the tour. wnen pinned down to 
break even points on the various tours, 
he 'approximated" and "guesstimated" the 
following: 

Limousine Van -
Tour No. , $15 $20 -Tour No. 2 $20-$25 $:35 
Tour No. ; $55 $80 
Tour No. 4- SlOO $1;0 
Tour No. 5 $100+ 

The ort§inal brochure (Exhibit No.3) 
used tough most of the first year of 
o:geration stated that the "price per 
person" for the various tours was as 
follows: Tour No. 1--$4., Tour No. 2--$$, 
Tour No. 3--$16, and Tour No. ~$25. 
This brochure recommended 5 passengers per 
tour group an~ carried thiS statement: "If 
you are traveling alone or your group is, 
less tr~ 5 we will arrange a full group 
before your departure, or base the price 
on an hourly rate of $20.00" 
In July 1976 Ratti testified that Tours 
had ado~ted a new brochure the first week 
in June· 1976. This latter brochure 
(Exhibits Nos. 26-A - 26-B~_d,escribed the 
tours as "r~i-Van Toursu~ and stated 
that "there are never more than 14. people 
on our tours so' you are assured of a 
personalized tour. The brochure stated a 

~ At this point in time:- Ratti was using 6 to 8 rented maxi-va."lS 
daily in his charter ousiness to Tours, although he held nO 
authority to' use rental units. 
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tour '~rice" for each tour as follo"ft'S: 
Tour No. 1-$5; 1'9--..;r No .. 2-$10; 
Tour No. 3 .... $20;~ Tour No. 4 .... $35,~ 
and Tour No. 5--$45. The new brochure, 
listing Fassett and Ratti as "Owners! 
Partners", including the following state
men-t in" the text: 

"Tours!San Francisco acts as the organizer! 
broker for these tours. Our company has 
access to PUC charter-party permits and 
as such conducts thes·e tours with fully 
insured vehicles that meet with the PUC 
specifications. All prices are based 
on the time and mileage factors, NOT a 
capi tal or per person charge." 

In July 1976 Ratti testified that while 
Tours had stopped its earlier practice of 
refunding to some individual tourists· a small 
portion of the tour p~ce after conclusion 
of their tours, in some other instances it 
was stil~ at times, extending tours wi~h-
out any increase in price. Ratti also 
asserted that Tours had ceased "any close 
cases of selling on a per capita basiS" 
although he had ~roubl~_~efining what 
these might have oeen.~ Subse~uently, 
he denied that Tours had ever even offered 
a per capita tour. 

In the new brochure Tour No. 3 had been expanded to include Muir 
Woods and the time for the tour extended to ~ hours. 
When asked why the price on Tour No. 4 was increased $10 from $25 
to $35 in the new brochure, Ratti answered "It is k:l.O"..m as 
inflation" • 
Ratti's theme was that tour charges to individuals varied "on each 
tour and on each week and on each month", but he was 1:.nable to 
produce any record.s to substantiate his assertions 'that time and 
mileage factors were computed and applied to determine eharges. 
As to exp~~ding tours, when asked to explain how they determine 
how far to go and how much to expand, Ratti testified: 

"Well, that is· really left up to each individual driver .. 
The only instructions that I give them is that it is an 
expanded tour a.nd to expa.nd to the limi t where everyone 
is satisfied. It may be 10 minutes. It· may be 3 hours." 
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In ap~aren~ exemplifieation of the disparity 
in To~rs' prieing, Ratti sponsored a sampling 
of 24 Tours' receipts from over a period of 
Oc~ober 1, 1975, to July 7, 1976, but was 
unable to ~ro~uce corresponding tour 
manifests.3.::I Those of the receipts issued 
~eginning in April 1976 core 2 stamped 
statements: 

r, ) , ... 

(2) 

"All charges are approximate and are 
cased on vehicle mileage and ~ime 
of use", and 

"This tour is conducted by authorized 
P. U. C·. eharter-party carriers. TOu:-s/ 
San F~ancis~9focts only as the croker 
organ:.zer. "W 

In some cases the price per person exceeded 
that shown on either brochure; Ratti's explana
tion was that "all of our prices are approximate. tr 

Ratti further testified that by oid-July 1976 
he was using 6 to S rented maxi-Vans daily on 
the Tours' ousiness. 
Ratti's extensive testimony setting forth ~he defense's 

con~ention that they cannot be found in contempt in that they acted 
in reliance upon the opinions, statements, and representatior~ 
of PUC repres~ntatives is inte~~ed and included in the summar! 
of ?~tti's testimony in that section of this Statement of Facts 
headed Case No. 999). Also relevant here to that aspect or the 

Y~ing it impossible to determine who the alleged charter-party 
permittee was who ran the tour or how many persons were on 
the tour. 
Although Ratti testified that he began using these stamped state
::lents on vouchers ffroughlyff the f1rst part of 1976, 4 out of 
t,he 1e 1976 vouchers introduced into evidenee as Exhibit No .. 25 
did not bear e-ither legend.. Exhibit No. 15, Maj.ewskifs voucher 
dated Y~ch $, 1976, bore only the second. legend. 
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con~empt issue is ~he testimony of ·~tness Rosenthal (similarly 
summarized under Case No. 9993).~ 

Addressing defendants' primary defense of the contempt 
issue,31! that selec~ive application of offenders and enforcement 
of the Public Utilities Code and related state laws on the part of 
Gray Line through the Public Utilities Cocmission serves to deprive 
defendants of their constitutional rights of equal protection and 
due process, defendants relied upon the testimony of 5 witnesses: 
Rat~i, Hollenbeck, ~blpeters, Holland, and Alha.def!: 

~tness Ratti's testimony and that of witness 
}tiU..L~eters relating to .Ratti's at-tempts to 
sc~l Gray Line tour tickets, beeome a Gray 
Line agent, and ~o obtain Gray Line buses, 
are summarized under C~e No. 999) in this 
Statement of Facts. 
In addition, in support of the primary 
defense, Ratti testified that Associated 
Limousine Service, linked with Gray Line, 
had rented maxi-vans for tours--the inference 
being ~hat Gray Line because of its 15· 
percent piece of the gross of Associated 
knew and did not complain to the PUC. The 
defense further asserted that Holiday Tours, 
linked as an agent to Gray Line, sold and 
conducted per capita nightclub tours during 
the period of the Gray Line strike, not 
using Gray line buses, but using different 
vehicles--all with the knowledge of Gray 
Line and without Gray Line complaint to the 
PUC. Similarly, Hawaiian Holidays Inc., 
assertedly linked ~o Holiday Tours, and from 

The arguments and defenses. asserted by defendants in some instanc~s 
tend to apply with inextricable reference to different· of the issues 
and are referenced in this fashion to avoid repetition. 
In the words of defense counsel: "This is the very thrust of my 
defense of the contempt citation." 
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their corres~ondence sharing a co~on tele
phone n~ber~ arranged during the strike ~or 
ci'l:.Y t.ours to go on using transportation 
other than Gray Line and continued to offer 
nightclub tours on a per capita basis---all 
without complaint from Gray Line to the PUC. 
?4tti also presented testimony and in some 
instances introduced into evidence orochures of 
other entities operating per capita including: 
Jal-Pak (Japan Air Lines), Lorrie's Tours, Joy-Pale, 
Visit USA, Native Sons, Ito Tours, Sanae (Exhibit 
No. 24-D), AC-Cal Spanish Speaking Tours, City 
Tours (Exhibit No. 24-0), Colden Gate Tour & 
Convention Serviees (Exhibits Nos. 24-H a.."ld 24.-I) , 
and. Ciao Charter (Exhibit No .. 35). The d.efense 
asserted that the fact that Cray Line had 
not fo~ly protested these (particularly 
against influential Japan Air LInes), while 
choosing to file complaints against Tours, 
is significant of a pattern o£ enforeement 
diSCrimination. 
Witness Hollenbeck: A:3 relevant to this issue, 
H6IIenoecK testl.f'l.ed that Associated Limousine 
Service had, as recently as July 12, 1976, rented 
a Dodge ~i-van' from Aero Rent-A-Car, L"lc. and 
that he had been told " ••• they needed it in 
their bUSiness for some -:ours." 
~~tness Mul~eters: As relevant to this 
issue, Mu~peters testified that Gray Line 
sold its liI:lousines and their permits about 
12 years ago to SOI:le 20 individual drivers, 
who in turn formed Associated LimOUSine 
Service. Mr. ¥~in Levy is their president. 
Gray Line has an agreement -,..rith Associa:eed. 
Li=ousine Service whereby in exchange for . 
15 ?ercent of.Assoeiated Limousine Service's 
gross it acts as a sales and promotion 
agent and handles accounting for the drivers. 
On those occasions where there are only J 
or 4 persons for a tour, making it uneconocieal 
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~o utilize a full-sized bus, Gray Line has 
sen~ ~hem on the ~our using a hired Associated 
L~ousine Service's limousine. On approxi
ma~ely 40 occasions in the rirs~ half of 1976 
where it had had requests from a cUStomer 
for small groups or 10 or 12, Gray Line hired 
a van to give ~h7 private ~~~7' but does this 
only upon spec~r~c request.~ 
Mulpeters testified that during the strike, 
it had been returning checks on prepaid 
orders to travel agencies advising the~ of 
the strike, except for the nightclub ~ours 
in San Francisco, and that the company had 
not instructed its local agents and employees 
to refer prepackaged tours to any other 
touring company, nor did the company know 
what Holiday Tours was doing other than con
tinuing to operate its nightclub tours (which 
do not leave the city and county of San 
Francisco). Mulpeters further stated that 
until ~he strike ended his company would 
not take further complaint action. 
Witness Arthur T. Holland (Holland): A 
Gray L~ne ~~spatcher furloughed for the 
strike duration, Holland (called as a witness 
by defendants) testified of operating during 
the strike under the name "Golden Gate Tour 
&: Convention Service", offering per capita tours 
using 45-passenger buses and maxi-v~~ chartered 
from various entities. Golden Gate Tour & Convention 
Service offered city tours for $S.OO, Muir I'loods 
tours for $9.00, ana Monterey-Ca.~el tours 
for $38.00. The only operating authority 
held was a San Francisco- business permit. 
Holland told of a proliferating competition 
including U.S. 3'J.reau of Travel, Lorrie's 
Tours, Ruiz's· Tour and Travel, and Holiday 
Tours (the latter offering nightclub tours 
in San Fr~~cisco). 7 trips weekly to Muir 
Woods were run and n~~erous Monterey-Carmel tours. 

~ Mulpe:ers testified that Associated Limousine Service has ; 
minibuses which Gray Line charters from time to time. 
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\oJ'i tness Frank A.lhadeff (Alhadeff): A partner 
of Holland in dOl~en 6ate Tour & Convention 
Serv1ce, Alhadeff testified that he and 
Holland had pursued the per.nit-~erti~icat1on 
aspect to the point of getting the informa
tion needed, which, not ceing to thei~ 
liking, resulted in dropping the attempt as 
being "so much of a hassle" in that they 
intended to cease operations anyway as soon 
as the Oray Line strike ended. 
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Case No. 10091 - Summary of Tes~imony 
The Position of Grav Line and the Staff 

In support of the Gray Line re~uest that we find that the 
transcript and reco~ of these consolidated proceedings through 
April 8, 1976, clearly evidence repeated violations of the Public 
Utilities Code, particularly Section 5401, so as to require can
cella~i?n, revoca~ion, or suspension of Ra~~i's charter-party 
pe~~, File No. 601, Gray Line and the staff rely upon the testimony 
of witnesses Ratti, Fassett, Bowen, Gantert, Majewski, Mu1peters, 
Cochran, Blakesley, Hunt, ~~d Krug as noted in the following sum
Qaries on each issue. 

On the issue of Ratti operating as a TCP carrier before 
having a permit, both the Gray Line and the staff place emphasis 
in particular upon Ratti's conflicting testimony as to when he first 

~ conducted tours (see the fourth paragraph of Ratti's summarized 
testimony u!'lder Defendants' Position, Case No. 9993). In addition, 
in subse~uent testimony in July 1976, P~tti on cross-examination 
admitted he had rented the v~~ used in September 1975 for the 
Blakesley and Cochran tours and ran the tours ,because "I just assumed 
upon paying the !ee on the TCP Charter-party that I had authorization 
to operate" (the fee was paid July 18, 1975; the permit was issued 
October 23, 1975), but on April 7, 1976, Ratti testified that ..... 
I was calling on a daily basis to find out exactly when the permit 
was ready. And when it was ready, I picked up the permit and had 
Secretary Johnson sign it.'· (The ~hrust being: why would Ratti find 
it necessary ~o call daily ~o find ou~ if the permit were ready if 
by ~erely filing an applieation and paying ~he fee he had ob~ained 
authority to operate in the interim?) 
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The thrust of the Sec~ior. 5401 charge relating to the 
sale of per capita tours by Tours, with P~tti's posture as the 
do~inant principal (see Footnote 29) is based upon the testimony 
of witnesses Mulpeters, Cochran, and Blakesley as summarizeo. under 
Cray Line's Position, Case No. 9992; the testimony of witnesses 
Bowen, Ga:c.:eert, and Majewski as summarized under the positions o! 
Gray Line and the staf!, Order To Show Cause In Re Contem'Ot; and 
the testimony o! P.atti as summarized under Defendants·' Position, 
Order To Show Cause In Re Conteo'Ot. 

Cray Line and the staf! rely upon the direct and cross
examination testimony o! Ratti at various points in the consolidated 
proceedings to support their charges that Ratti violated Commission 
regulations, including the requirements o! General'Order No. 98-A? 
and other laws. Ratti's testimony relevant to these charges .~ that 

~ Tours would pay Ratti $45 per tour for use o! his limousine and $75 
per tour for use of a ~-van; that although da~ly reco~s were 
made (a "running log"), exact mileage and time records for each tOl.!r 
· ..... ere not kel't "per se"; that Ratti paid the drivers varied a:lountsW 
in cash on a net baSiS, without taxes or social security with.~olding, 
del'ending upon the vehicle to be driven and whether the passengers 
would be handicapped or require a foreign la."'lguage tour; tha:e Ratti 
used Tours' employees and others to drive; ~"'ld that Ratti could 
produce virtually no records of any kind. Ratti also testified 
that it was not until approximately FebruarJ '1976 that he set up 
separate bank acco~~ts for Ratti TCP-60l and Tours. 

~ For ex~pl~ approximately $30 for Tour No. 3 and approximately 
$50 for ~he wine country tour utilizing a limousine. 
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!he asse~io~ t.hat Rat.ti used unauthorized rented maxi-vans 
almost. from t.he start of t.he Tours' operat.ion was based upon t.est.i
mony of wit.nesses ?~t.t.i, Cochran, Blakesley, V~jewski, Hollenoeck, 
Hunt, and K.-ug. Ratt.i' s t.est.i:llony relevant. to this issue is smn:':lariz.~d 
in the fifth paragraph, Defendant.s' POSition, Case No. 9993, as well 
as nucerous st.at.ement.s relating to use of vans under his Tcp-60l 
pe~t including his mid-July admission that he was t.hen uSing 6 t.o 
8 rent.ed ~axi-vans daily in his TCP activit.ies in relat.ion t.o Tours.lQ/ 
The Cochran and Blakesley t.estimony is summarized under Gray Line's 
Position, Case No. 9993; The Majewski and Hollenbeck testimony under 
the Staff's POSition, Order 10 Show Cause In Re Cont.em~t., and the Hunt 
and ~-ug t.esti~ony summarizat.ions follow: 

'Nitness Thomas P. Hunt (Hunt): A Commission 
t.ranspo~at.ion analyst, Hunt. t.estified of 
Ratti'S filing a December 30, 1975, letter 
request (~~1cit No. 21) requesting (1) 
addition of 2 specified limousines to his 
permit. and (2) aut.horit.y to use additional 
uns~ecified vehicles to be rented as needed 
from Aero Rent-A-Car, Inc. and Tr~~s Rent-A-Car 
·~t.h waiver of the 20-day waiting period. 
Hunt told how the addition of the 2 specified 
1i~ousines was routinely authorized, but 
that he had pointed up the improoability of 
a~~roval of the uns~ecified rentals in view 
of·t.he regulat.ory problems such a pract.ice 
would create; of how he had referred t.he 
matter t.hrough the Commission transporta-
t.ion direct.or who had returned t.he referral, 
~~wering the posed question by instruc~ing 
Hunt "'~r{J.y not use these reasons to t.ell 
Mr. Ra:cti' No"", and referring Hunt to 
Section 5375 of the Code as au'Chority. Hunt 
recalled that about " ••• the t.ime the reply 
from Va-. Gibson was received" (January 19, 
1976) he told Ratti during one of Ratti's 
visit.s tha~ the request to use unspecified 
rental units had been denied. On February 2~, 
197e; Ratti waS sent a formal a:nendment. t.o his 

e.2.Q/ July 14., 1976, trans,cript, page 1361 lines 16-19. 
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TCP-60l which authorized only the addi~ion of 
the 2 specified limousines to his per=it. 
Hunt testified that Ratti had been given a 
copy of General Order No. 9S-A (which among 
other regula.tory matters sets forth the TCP 
identification re~uired for displa.y on vehicles 
used in charter-party service and also details 
the records pe~t holders are required to set 
up and maintain). Hunt also testified that in 
December Ratti had discussed with him the 
possibility of using sticke=s or removable 
decals on the front and rear bu:n'Oers • .. 
Witness Louis Krug (Kru~): Successor to H~~t 
at tAe Comm.ss.on pe~t desk, Krug testified 
of sending a~ April 13, 1976 letter to P~tti 
(Exhibit No. 32) adVising that ~ ••• you maY'be 
using vehicles ••• that have not been listed 
wi th the Commission." and concluding m th 
"The only vehicles· which you may operate 
under your Charter-party Authority are the 
vehicles listed on your per:nit." 
The stafi" s contention that Ratti, operated and continues 

to operate vehicles in his TCP service without the TCP identifica-
tion required under General Order No. 98-A was· based upon the testimony 
of witnesses Cochran, Blakesley, Bowen, G~tert, Majewski, and 
Mulpet~rs. ~Ktness Cochran stated that he had looked but had seen 
no identification or markings on the orange GMC van used to 'take him 
on his September 14, 1975, Tours' tour. Witness Blakesley testified 
that he observed no markings on the CMC van used on his September 29, 
1975, tour. Witness Eowen could recall no identification markings 
on the limousine used on his '.February 4, 1976, tour stating that 
that there was only a license plate on the rear of the vehicle .. 
Witness Gante::"t could recall no identity markings on the limousine 
used to conduct the Gantert's tour on February $., 1976. Witness 
Maje'~ki testified that there were no markings whatsoever on the 
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rented 12-~assenger van used on his Ma:ch S, 1976, tour and his 
testimony was supported by Exhibits Nos. 16 and 17, color photogr3phs 
taken on the tour which clearly show no 'rCP identifica:eion on the rear 
or right Side of the vehicle. ~~tness Mulpeters testified that on 
July 14, 1976, at approximately 3 p.m. he had observed 6 vans being 
used by Tours at the curb on O'Farrell Street outside the Hilton 
Hotel,i!! and that as he watched, 2 vans were loaded with passengers 
by Tou':S' personnel, but neither of the 2 vans used bore any 'rCP 
ident.ifica'tion. 
The Position of Defendant Ratti 

Ratti, asserting ~hat virtually all the arguments and 
defenses which he raised during his voluminous testimony in these 
consolidated proceedings are inextricably intertwined and apply to 
all issues, including those in Case No. l009l, asks that his testi
cony be considered in that light here. l'le agree, and will not here 
repeat specific references to particular summarizations made else
where, but will here cover only the thrust of the rebuttal ancVor 
defense testimony. 

To the issue of TCP operation before authorization on 
October 23, 1975, the primary thrust of Ratti's test~ony is that 
t.he alleged Gray Line "boyco~t" d.ried. up all his sources of· 
unco~tted TCP operators, forcing Ratti personally to operate before 
his percit was approved, and furthermore that he believed he could 
o?erate in the interim ~ending formal approval of his permit appli
cation once he had paid the application fee. 

To the issue of Ratti'S role as the do=inant partner of 
Tours in charging per capita, it is Ratti's contention that Tours 
is and has been merely an organizer of charter groups; that while 

l1I Mulpeters took the license numbers of these vans. 
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there has oeen a learning period, they ~erely would gather a group,l3I 
determine what the basic charge would be, and divide that charge up 
among the group. If people were added to the group, they initially 
made refunds; or if the group were smaller, they charged more. 
Later, asse~edly, they ~anded the tour or made refunds to some. 
Charges assertedly were all approximate. Ratti contends that the 
subsequent, or mid-1976, brochure carried the stamped legends that 
charges were based upon time and mileage, and that this proves 
Tours did not charge per capita. ?.atti points to the 2.4 separate 
receipts (Exhibit No. 25) introduced into evidence as clear indica
tion that different charges were made to different people depending 
upon eirrerent £actors considered in determining the charter group 
cost. 

?~tti's testimony relating to his asserted failure to obey 
Com:ission regulations, including General Order No. ge-A, and other 
laws, was to the point that he simply has no records to substantia~e 
'Cice and mileage assertions relating to individual vouchers on each 
charter, ~s well as other aspects of his TCP businass. His answers 
to questions were frequently equiy-ocal, i.e., "it is very pos~,ible", 
"I could not really accurately determine who", "It pro'oably does", 
out "I .am not saying that. it does", "roughly", "Exactly when we 
used that ! really cannot tell you, except the fact we have in 
the past used that method", and "approximately"; all summed up and 
excused in the reveJ:ation that things had been run "a li'ttle loose .. ff 

In response to a question as to what criteria were ~sed to deter
~ine whether or not the collection of customers constituted a 
"group", P.atti testified "It's always a group", explaining that 
if tickets were sold to eight dif£erent :people "we would sell 
them on the basis as a group." 
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" 
" .~ 

In response ~o specific questions, however, Ratti readily stated 
that he paid his charter drivers (some employees of Tours--including 
Fassett; others not) in cash, and that he made no withholding for 
social security or other taxes. 

To the issue of use of unauthorized rental maxi-vans made 
ooth oefore and after obtaining a TCP, Ratti denied any intentional 
violations. He admitted that he had rented and used the maxi-vans 
utilized in the September 1975 Cochran and Blakesley tours, asserting, 
however, that he had been under the impression initially that he, 
could operate once he had paid his TCP application fee (but not 
explaining how a limousine permit could cover maxi-vans), that: 
n! believe I did operate on one or two occasions ••• but shortly 
thereafter found out that I was then supposed to wait!or a certain 
certificate ••• so it was a cis take on my p~ having that thinking ••• ~ 
Similarly, Ratti subsequently testified that when operations were 
resumed about the first of J~~uary 1976, he continued to operate 
rented maxi-vans after filing the December 31, 1975, application to 
use rented vehicles under his charter-party permit after his con
versations with Hunt, since "Atter the 20 days had expired, he told. 
me that it had become automatic that I would. be able to' use whatever 
vehicles I had listed on my application or letter tha~ had to be 
attached. to my application." P.atti denied ever having received a 
co~y of General Order No. 9$-A from Huntlll and asserted that no 
one from the Commission ever informed him in any way, oy oeans of 

Ratti did not deny that he had received copies of General Orders 
Nos. 98- and 115-Series at the time of filing his ,original appli
cation in July 1975 for authority to o~erate as a charter-party 
carrier o~ passengers, but he did deny that Hunt r~d ever giv~n, 
him a copy of General Order No. 98. 
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personal conversation, by means of a telephone call, or by means of 
letter or any other type of co~~ication, that he could not use 
leased vehicles .. 

In response to the TCP identification issue, Ratti testified 
i:l d.irect opposition to the Gray Line and staff witnesses, asserting 
that he always used TCP identification, usually stickers. With 
regard to the vans used from 375 O'Farrell Street on July 11..., 1976, 
by Tours, ?.atti assert.ed that "they had TCP stickers on the front 
a..."d in the back and Mr. Mulpeters is lying." 


